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ABSTRACT 
A 1973 survey of Naval officcrs who possess a Navy-sponsored graduate 
degree was reconstructed and administered in 1994 to determine officers' opinions 
on topics related to obtaining their degree and the utilization of their education. 
Rcsults show that most officers desired to study at the 5-8 year point in their 
career, but did not always do so. Officers viewed graduate education as having 
a positive influence on personnel retention. Most respondents said that the main 
reason officers seck graduate education is to remain competitive with their 
contemporaries. Almost three-quarters of officers believed that getting a P-eode 
is beneficial to an offi cer's career. Over 90 percent of officers who have served 
in P-coded billets thought that graduatc education was necessary or desirable to 
perform their duties effectively. More graduates in 1994 than twenty years earlier 
said that the quality of their instructors is excellent. Significantly more officers 
in the 1994 survey said that their family and social life changed for the better 
when attending graduate school than did graduates in the 1973 study. The report 
summarizes the responses to each question and recommends further research. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of graduate educaLion in the mi J ita:::-y is 
succinctly described in Department of Defe l18e Directive 
1322.10 of 31 August 1990. As stated here, graduate education 
should seek to accomplish two main objectives: 
(ll Ra i se the levels ot individual military office:::-
professionalism and technical competence 80 that those 
officers more effectiv ely perform their requi red duties 
a n d responsibilities, and (2) provide developmental 
incentives for military officers with high abi l ity, 
dedication, and the caoacity for professional growth to 
remain i n the Service.-r 
The importance of graduate education was e!ldorsed by the 
Secretary of the Navy in an instruction dated 31 December 
1974 . This instruction states : 
The continuing knowledge e x p l osio!l and the advances in the 
tech!lical, management and policy making all dictate 
a reaffirmat i on that graduate education is an essentia l 
element in insuring the highest l evel of professionali s m 
and technical competence required in t he officer corps 
today.2 
The Navy's need fo r o f ficers with graduate educatio!l to 
enhance mis s ion effectiveness continues to be a primary 
Given the importance of graduate education , the 
author decided to explore the attitudes and opin ions of 
off i cers with Navy·sponsored graduate degrees toward earning 
their degree and the use of their graduate education. 
1000 Directive 1322 . 10 of 31 August 1990. 
2SECNAVINST 1520.4B of 31 December 1974 . 
A. PtrRPOS E OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of t.his st.udy is explore t.he opinions and 
at.t.it.udes of officers who have received Navy - sponsored 
graduate degrees. The design of t.he st.udy was based on a 
t.hesis conduct.ed in 1973 by Naval officers at. t.he Naval 
Post.graduat.e School (NPS). A quest.ionnaire, similar t.o t.he 
survey used in t.he 1973 st.udy, was dist.ribut.ed t.o 1,500 
act.ive-dut.y officers wit.h Navy - sponsored graduat.e degrees, 
bot.h from NPS and civilian universit.ies. Result.s of t.he 
current. st.udy are analyzed using frequencies and, where 
appropriat.e, t.hey are compared and contrast.ed wit.h t.he result.s 
of t.he 1973 survey. 
B. DEFINITIONS 
To prevent. misint.erpret.at.ions of cert.ain words or phrases 
used in t.his t.hesis, t.he following definit.ions are provided. 
Gra duate Educ a t i on - St.udies beyond t.he bachelor's or first. 
professional degree that. are devot.ed to t.he ut.ilizat.ion and 
advancement. of knowledge . 3 
Opinion - A view, j udgment., or appraisal formed in t.he mind 
about. a part.icular mat.t.er ; a generally held view. " 
Designator A four-digit. classificat.ion device t.hat. 
identifies an officer's specialty . 
P-code - A subspecialt.y code ass igned to billets requiring 
incumbents with at least a master's level of education for 
optimum performance of duty . 
3DoD Direc t ive 1322 . 10 of 31 August 1990. 
4From Webster ' s New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, 
MA: G. & C. Merriam Company, 1981) . 
C . ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
':'he !lext sec::io!l c f deBcribes backgrc'J.nd c1 
the issue, includiYlg a discussio!l u1 thc s:::udy canduC7_ed in 
.1973 and ::he develcpmenL u1 the questicnnaire. A s:J.J:Vey 
ccnducted in Sep::e:nber :'99J, which gaLhe re:i upinions of 
students who were then studying NPS, is alsc reviewed here. 
r:-r discusses Lhe methcQclogy used to gather data for 
7_he thesis. ':'he chapter ti::lerl. uf ::he Da::a" is 
an analysis uf the resul::s ef the 10194 survey, with 
c8mparis()ns 7_() the stady ccnducted twen::y years ago. 'Cables 
are included in that presen7_atian. The lasL chapter [Jrese!l'::S 
c8nclusiuns Cl!ld recurnmendaticns fer f"J.rther research. 
Appendix A ccntains the ques'::i8:lcaire used in this thesis. 
The deLails of the sta7_istical compuLaLio:ls are cocLaiced in 
Appe:ldix B. Appendix C lists frequencies ef ::he responses ::0 
each quest_ion asked, and Appendix f) ccnt_ains 7_he percentage 
comparisons beLwee!l graduClLes of Lhe Naval School 
ar.d these of civilian universiLies La qaesLions regarding the 
u::1iqueness, quality, and relevaYlce of their ed"J.cation. 
II. BACKGROUND 
A. SURVEYS OF OPINIONS TOWARD THE QUALITY OF GRADUATE 
EDUCATION 
Graduate institutions have an ongoing need to determine 
the quality of their programs. These assessments are 
important not just for the out.side agencies and organizations 
who make decisions that affect graduate schools, but also for 
the schools themselves as a method of evaluating the i r 
performance in providing quality education. While various 
techniques have been used in this endeavor, one of the least 
employed methods is the use of opinion surveys to assess the 
quality of graduate institutions as a whole or the quality of 
the individual fie l ds of study. Whether it is due to cost, 
both in time and money, or for other reasons, the use of 
pub l ished opinion surveys has not been widespread. T he 
foll owing sections describe three studies used in developing 
this thesis. 
B. AN ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY IN GRADUATE EDUCATION (1964) 
In 1964, the Commission of Pl ans and Object i ves for Higher 
Education (created by the American Council on Education to 
study long - range prob l ems) used an opinion survey targeted at 
d e partment chairmen and scholars to assess the quality of 
gradl:ate programs in the arts and sciences. 01 The Corruuission 
:ound it difficult to asseHS the qUCllity of graduate education 
beccil:se there was not Li. single "object.ive" l':leaS·.lrc of quality. 
MeaSl:res 6\:ch as the m:mber of faculty, size of enriow:nent or 
number 0: books in thc librClry, altho·.lgh readily (pantifiClble, 
do not t.n:ly a.sseS6 qua.'..it.y. "Qu",lity is someone's subjective 
assessment, for there is no way of ohjectively rreasuring what 
in essence an attrihute ot value. ,,6 
To provide as :nuch objectivity as possihle, t.he Corr.mission 
designcrj its project as a s·.lIvey of opinion. The 
corrunission pol::'ed people at ".lniversities who were 
qtl.ulified to judge the q".lality of graduate curricula and 
i06titt.:tions. 
The Commission s·.lrveyed over 5,300 department chain':"len, 
distinguished senior scholars, and knowledgeab::'e j t:nior 
SC!"lolars in 30 academic fields at 106 inst.it.utions that. award 
doctoral degrees. The responses allowed the Commission to 
rate the institutions withi:l. each academic :tield based on n: 
the perceived ::r.lality of t!'leir graduate fac·.llty, and (2) the 
perceived effectiveness of their doctor",'.. prograrr.s. 
One rr.ethod to eva'..t.:ate the qua'..ity of graduate education 
is to seek the opinions of "inforrr.ed" chairITlen a:l.u scho::'a:uol. 
Another r:1ethod is to survey the graduates themselves. Indeed, 
SCartter, Alla:l M. !\[,_As.sessment of Ouality io Grariuate 
American CouncL.. on Education, 1966. 
6 I bid, p. 
students, both present and past, are the "customers" of 
graduate i ns titutions. The next two sections describe opinion 
surveys targeted to graduate students who have, 
currently pursuing, a Navy-sponsored graduate degree. 
C. OPINION SURVEY OF GRADUATES CONDUCTED IN 1973 
In 1973, Lieutenant Conunander Cecil R . Hurst and 
Lieutenant James D. Shaddix, students the Naval 
Postgraduate School (NPS) , conducted a study to assist the 
Navy Graduate Education Study Conunittee, which was instituted 
by the Superintendent of NPS in 1971. The Committee's goals 
were stated as follows: 
(I) to dete:r:mine the role of graduate education in 
preparing the professional Nava l Officer for the 
challenges of the future, (2) to study current and 
proposed career management po] icies and procedures to 
dete:r:mine how best to integrate graduate education into 
Naval Of ficer career pat terns and (3) to recommend 
educational restructuring that will enhance t he 
ettectiveness of the Naval Postgraduate School in meeting 
future Navy graduate education objectives. 7 
A questionnaire was deve l oped to assist the Committee in 
meeting its obligations. The questionnaire was designed to 
obtain the tollowing i nformation: 
(1) The period of time in a Naval otficer's career that he 
or she should study for a graduate degree . 
(2) The length of time that graduate officers intend to 
remain in the Navy. 
(3) The influence that the avai l ability at graduat e 
education had upon the officer's career decision . 
7Nava l Postgraduate School Notice 1520 of 25 October 
1971. 
(1\) The reasons officers seek graduate education. 
(5) Opinions as tu the consideration that selection ';oards 
should give to officer students' fitness reports. 
{fi ) Designator changes as a result of graduate education. 
{7) Recommendations concerning the P-coding system. 
(8) The effec t of obtaining a F-code upon an officer 's 
career. 
(9) Utilizatior. of graduate education in P-coded and other 
billets . 
(10) I f and when the graduate was assigned to P-coded 
billets. 
(11) Opinions as to the length of time until officers 
educated i n tech:l i cal areas become technologically obsolete 
unless assigned to a billet in that area or r.1aintain 
currency on an individual basis. 
(1 2) Methods by wh ich officers have kept current in the 
technological curriculum in which they studied. 
(13) Opinions as to the effect of graduate education upon 
promotion. 
(14) The curriculum studied as compared with the preferred 
curriculum. 
(15) A comparisun of NPS and civilian schools graduates' 
opinions curriculum structure school 
administration, academic difficulty, ins tructor and course 
excellence, and whether more officers would have oreferred 
to attend NFS or civilian schools. 8 . 
A pilot questionnaire was distributed to 150 graduates, 
and a larg e study survey was developed based on the responses 
from the pilot survey. The respondents were forced to state 
an opiniun regarding each question ("no opinion" responses 
9Hurst, Cecil R., and Shaddix, .Tames D., Opinion Survey 
of Naval Officers Who Have Received a Navy Sponsored Graduate 
Degree, Master's Thesis, Naval Fostgraduate School, Ylonterey, 
Cali f ornia, J une 1973. 
were not permitted). A canunent sheet was also provided in the 
1973 survey. Punch cards were used to record answers to the 
questions in order to optically scan the responses . 
The population of officers with Navy-sponsored graduate 
degrees as of December 19 72 was determined to be 5,065. 
Approximately 57 percent (2,917) attended NPS, and 2,148 
attended civilian universities (CIVINS) . The authors of the 
original study decided to send surveys to 25 percent of the 
total population to ensure sta t istical significance, and 1,265 
surveys were mai l ed. 
In 1973, 826 surveys were returned, resulti.ng in a return 
rate of 65.3 percent . Table I shows the numbers and 
TABLE I TOTAL POPULATION AND SAMPLE FOR THE 1973 SURVEY OF 
NAVAL OFFICERS, BY RANK 
IQ t !!, l POl1:ulatiQD 
RANK Number Percentage Number Percentage 
LTJG 122 2 .4 14 1. 7 
LT 581 11.5 60 7 . 3 
LCDR 1,863 36.8 310 37 . 5 
CDR 1,568 30 . 9 252 30 . 5 
CAPT 832 16 .4 171 20 . 7 
RADM 89 1.8 17 2 . 1 
VADM 10 0 . 2 0.2 
Total 5,065 100 . 0 "6 100.0 
Source : Hurs t and Shaddix 
percentages of the eligible population and of the respor..ses 
received (sample ) , identified by rank. 
An analysis of the s urvey results was presented in the 
1973 thesis . The results showed the fol lowir.g: 
(:) Most Naval officers (70.9 percent) with a graduate 
degree believed a graduate education should be obtained 
during the 5-8 year point i n their career, whereas only 38.6 
percent actually attended graduate school during this 
period. 
Attending graduate school was seen as a positive 
on retention . 
(3) Most Naval officers said "to remain competitive with 
contemporaries for further assignments and promotions" was 
the rr.ain reason for seeking graduate education. 
(4) Most officers believed fitness reports for full·time 
graduate students should not be viewed by promotion boards 
as equ iva l er:t to fitness reports from operational or shore 
billets. 
(5) Graduates from NPS generally considered their education 
as equivalent to that of civilian universities; but civilian 
school graduates generally considered their school to be 
superior to NPS_ 
(6) The proportion of graduate-degree-holders tha t have 
been assigned to a P-coded billet was 68 percent, with 
restricted line and staff corps having significantly more 
officers aSSigned to P-coded billets during the ::;oursc of 
their career. 
S URVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
(SEPTEMBER 19 9 3) 
In an attempt to determine officers' opinions toward the 
uniqueness, quality, and relevance of NPS, the Dean of 
Instruction at NPS sponsored an attitude survey of officer 
students attending the school in September 1993. The survey 
was designed to ascertain the "degree to which students feel 
that uniqueness, quali ty, and relevance are achieved at 
NPS.,,9 The survey included a number of demographic items, 
such as branch of service, curriculum, designator, rank, and 
length of time (quarter) in graduate program . The questions 
were divided into three sections and employed a 5-point scale 
to measure the extent to which the student believed the 
element was present at NPS. 
with 1,385 responses returned, the study found that the 
uniqueness of NPS --or the extent to which a civilian 
university would not be able to match NPS- -was perceived to be 
high. NPS was seen to be unique in being able to provide 
Department of Defense (000) publications, DoD-oriented 
databases, computer models and simUlations, DoD-oriented 
courses, as wel l as an env ironment where military officers 
benefit from a shared knowledge of their fellow students' 
expertise. 
The quality of selected items at NPS was also found to be 
high. These items included core courses, elective courses, 
facul ty, library resources, and personnel support , including 
military exchanges and family services. 
Finally, the survey found that the respondents 
overwhelmingly (approximately 75 percent) believed that their 
NPS graduate degree is relevant. The maj ority stated that an 
9 Lawry , Gordon, II, and Ford, Dan, "Survey of Attitudes 
Toward the Naval Postgraduate School n, paper submitted to 
Seminar in Manpower Analysis (MN4119) class, Naval 
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, September 1993. 
10 
NPS education benefits officers for the remainder of their 
career and prepares them for assignment to DoD. Ov",r 50 
percent either agreed or strongly agreed thilt their NPS 
education increases the COmbi;it etfectivc:less of their military 
service. 
The use of i;i 5-pcint scale ar:d the division of items into 
ur:iqueness, quality, and re l evance is likewise employed in 
this thesis. 
I I I • METHODOLOGY 
A. QUESTIONNAIRE 
As discussed previously, the original questionnaire was 
designed in 1973 by conducting a pilot survey and then 
d eveloping a forced - answer survey based on responses to the 
pilot survey. Since the premise of the current study is to 
reconstruct the original survey, analyze the results, and make 
comparisons with the 1973 survey, the original questionnaire 
was not evaluated as to its c ontent or structure. 
e ssentially identical survey instrument was required to make 
comparisons between the 1973 and 1994 studies. 
Three additional sections consisting of 20 questions were 
added to the original questionnaire. These questions were 
derived from the survey on "uniqueness, quality, and 
relevanc e " given to students at t h e Naval Postgraduate School 
in September 1993, as described in the previous chapter. 
The respondents were assured that any information derived 
from this stud y would be held in strict confidence and used 
tor research purposes only. This wou ld hopefully allow for 
candid and s incere answers. 
A copy of the reconstructed survey is presented in 
Appendix A. The actual questionnaire used for this study was 
12 
formatted to remain under four pages, L"1ereby :nini:nizing 
:nailing costs. 
B. SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 
The Of:icer l"".aster File ::J:vIF) was used to determine tr.e 
population of officers with Navy-sponsored graduate degrees. 
The OMF was dated October 1993, but did not include NPS 
'lraduates from the September :993 graduation class. The 
database variable titled "Education- -Sponsor" is defined by 
the Manual of Navy Officer Classifications (XAVP:!:RS 15839) as 
"a one-character alpha code used to Navy-spor.flored 
graduate or advanced courses and special programs." All Xaval 
officers with Navy-sponscred graduate or advanced courses, as 
oppcsed to independently-attained degrees, were identi:ied. 
After culling the database of separated officers, it was 
determined that the population of Xavy-spOllsored graduate-
degree-holders for use in this study was 7,176. 
Information was also gathered on the source of the Navy-
sponsored graduate degree. Approximately 2J.8 percent of the 
total eligible popUlation attended a civilian ur.iversity in 
the 1994 E'lu:::-v-ey. This cOIT.pares with 42.4 percent of the 
population in the 1973 survey. Conversely, alIT.ost 79.2 
percent attended NPS in the 1994 survey, as opposed to 57.6 
percent in the 1973 study. 
The population was divided by source of degree and sorted 
by rank, and a subset of :',500 o:fice1's (20.9 percent of the 
total population) was identified to receive the questionnaire. 
The random sample was identified by using the SPSS For T"indows 
(Release 6) 10 software and by extracting the specified nu:uber 
of cases from the database. 
Answer forms were included with the questionnaires, in 
addition to a pre-paid return envelope. SCANTRONll answer 
forms were used to allow for optical scanning of the 
responses. The SCANTRON form allowed for only five answers 
per question and caused the questionnaire to be somewhat 
awkward in 1. ts format . A few respondents remarked on the 
difficulty of the survey, although the vast majority completed 
it properly. 
The surveys were mailed on 22 December 1993. Respondents 
were asked to return the surveys by 1 February to allow 
for holiday leave periods a nd still provide enough time for 
analysis of the data. Returns were accepted for inclusion 
into this study until 2 March 1994 . 
C. OVERVIEW OF RESPONDENTS 
Of the 1,500 questionnaires mailed, 964 responses were 
returned and used in this analysis. An additional 90 surveys 
were returned due to an incorrect address . Thus, 68.4 percent 
10Norus is, Marija J., SPSS for T"indows: Base System 
User's Guide, Release 6, S?SS Inc., 1993 . 
IISCANTRON Corporation, 1361 Valencia Ave., Tustin, 
California, 92680. 
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(964 eu:: ef 1,410) of L"1e surveys :::hat reached L"1eir 
destina:::ien were answered and returnerl.. 
Table II (si1tlilar too Table I; shows the dist:!:"ibution by 
rank of the total population ct otficers who held a Navy-
spensored graduate degree as of October 1993. The table :11so 
shcws the co:!:"responding distribution ef the respondents :::0 the 
survey, identitied by rank. 
TABLE II TOTAL I'OI'ULA'l'lON AND SAMPLE FOR THE 1994 SURVEY 
NAVAL OFFICERS, BY RANK 
Tota l Population 
Number Percentage Number Percentage 
ENS 0.0 0.0 
LTCG 0.0 0.0 
1,404 :'9.6 15.2 
LCDR 2,502 35.7 
CDR 2,120 29.5 306 31.7 
CAPT :',84G 14.6 143 14.8 
42 8.6 10 
43 8.6 13 
12 8.2 
Telal 7,173 100. -:l 964 :'O:l.:l 
The rank tr_at is least represented in the survey salTlple is 
Vice Adm:'ral, with ene person (representing only 8.3 percent) 
frolr, ::.he eligible populaticn. Of the ran:",-s with larger 
pepulations, L=--eutenant is represented in the salTlple by only 
10 :> percent of its total popUlation. The standard error for 
representation of Lieutenants is .±. 7.6 percen t. 12 This 
under -representation may be due to the type of operational 
billets to which most Lieutenants are assigned. 3xtensive 
deployment schedules may have prevented surveys from reaching 
them or responses from returning. 
As seen in Tables T and II, Lieutenant Conuranders 
represent the largest percentage of both the population and 
the survey in and Overall, the population of 
officers with Navy-sponsored graduate degrees has increased by 
41.7 percent between and 1994, with Lieutenants 
accounting for most of the increase (142 percent increase in 
the Lieutenant population). However, the number of Lieutenant 
(Junior Grade) officers has declined substantially, decreasing 
by almost 98 percent. 
The responses to the survey are examined in the following 
chapter. All evaluation was completed using the SPSS software 
system and by conducting frequency calculations and cross-
tabulations. In addition, tests were conducted to indicate 
statistical significance in the difference between proportions 
of two independent populations and to determine confidence 
levels of responses. 
12Appendix 8(1). 
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IV. P RESENTATION OF' THE DATA 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES 
This sec::ion is divided accorj.ir.g to the ::opics (or 
questions) contair.e:i in ::he survey. Tables are presented :or 
each question and all tables contain infoI1ratior. fro:n the 1994 
survey, only. Responses are also analyzed by officer 
designator community and rank, and ::he results are presented 
if they are significan:: 8r of interest. Co:nparisons are made 
between the current study and the sl.rvey in 1973. 
All percentages are wi::hin ± 3 percentage points l..nless 
otherwise noted. Appendix B contains the detailed statistical 
calculations l..sed for dete=ining statistical signi:icance in 
::his thesis. Appendix C lists each guestions and the 
percentage responses. 
As with any anonymous survey, the responses are only as 
valid as ::he respondents intend ::he!'.1 to be. Mistakes may have 
been made by ::he respondents in understanding the question, 
answering the survey, using the answer shee::, and so on. Some 
respondents may also provide intentionally false answers, 
which can occur on any sl..rvey. With this in mind, the da::a 
are presented in the following sections. 
1. When Should a Naval Officer Study for a Graduate 
Degree? 
Table III shows the responses to the combined 
questions 5 and 6 o f the survey , which defined at what career 
point an officer his or her last gradua t e degree , and 
the combined questions 7 and a, which are the opinions of when 
an officer s t udy for a graduate degree. 
TABLE III COMPARISON OF YEARS IN WHICH DEGREE WAS RECEIVED 
WITH OPINIONS OF WHEN OFF ICERS SHOULD RECEIVE A DEGREE 
Years of 
Commi ssioned 





11- 1 2 
1 3- 1 4 
15-16 
1 7 - 18 
19 on 
Total 
R@c@ived Degree Should Receiye Degree 
Percent 
97 10 .2 ,.3 17 . 1 
270 28.3 
161 16 . 9 







22 2 . 3 
353 37.1 
341 35 . 7 
171 17 . 9 
54 5 . 7 
0.8 
0.3 
0 . 1 
0 . 1 
95 4 100.0 
Almost three quarters (72 .7 percent) of the survey 
respondents said that a Nava l officer should s t udy for a 
graduate degree at a point b etween five and eight years of his 
or her commissioned service (YCS) . However , only 45 .4 percent 
18 
of the res)Jondents actt.:a.lly att_c:lded school during this 
period . This is very similar to the results of the 1973 
survey , where 70 . 9 percent said thdt graduate study should be 
between five and eight yes. At the same time, the proportion 
of officers who studied at the five through eight yeS mark 
(45 . 4 percent ) in the 1994 survey is greater t han the 
proportion (38.6 percent) who did in the 1973 study . 
appears that more officers are currently studying at their 
preferred yes.1] 
2. Lengtb of Career Intentions 
Qu estio:l 9 of the survey asked officers how long they 
intended to remain in the Navy . More than nine out of ten 
(92 . 5 percent) said they intended to remain 20 years 
or longer. Of this group, 24.6 percent said they i ntended to 
remain 26 years or longer. However, since the respondents are 
relatively senior--:'<8 . 9 percent of all resp::mdents have 
completed 19 or more YCS - - marc i nsight can be gained by 
looking at the junior officers _ Table:V shows that , of the 
officers with eight or less YCS, 80.5 percent (± 7.98)14 
intended to stay in the Navy 20 years or more _ The proportion 
of officers who intended to continue for at least 20 years is 
even higher (83 . 9 percent, ± 4.99) when t. he group is expanded 
include those with 10 years or less of cOlrmissioned 
13Appendix B{2) _ 
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TABLE IV COMPARISON OF CAREER INTENTIONS WITH YEARS OF 
COMMISSIONED SERVICE (YCS) COMPLETED 
CAREER INTENTIONS (Percent) Total 
yeS Complete 
Obligation 
1-4 0.0 60.0 40.0 0.0 100 .0 0.5 
5-' 22.2 11 .1 55.6 11.1 100.0 0.9 
7 -, 20.6 36.8 29.4 13 .2 100.0 68 
9 · 10 13 .3 41.8 34.7 10. 2 100 .0 10.3 98 
11-12 6.7 37.8 46.6 '.9 100.0 9.3 90 
13-14 40.6 46.0 8.7 100.0 15.6 150 
15-16 11.4 33.6 44.3 10.7 100.0 13.7 132 
17 -18 9.8 24.1 5 1. 1 1 5.0 100.0 13.8 133 
19 on 0 .7 7.9 39.6 51.8 100.0 28.8 278 
Total 7.5 27.3 42.4 22.8 100. 0 962 
service. These results essentially mirror the 1973 survey. 
3 . Influence of Graduate Education on Retention 
Question 10 asked whether the availability of graduate 
education had a positive or negative influence, or had no 
effect on the officer's decision to rema.in in the Navy. 
Approximately four out of five respondents ( 79.7 percent) said 
that graduate education had a positive influence on their 
decision to remain. Of the officers who said graduate 
education had a posit ive influence , 93.6 percent intended to 
stay 20 years or longer. There was no significant d i fference 
in the proportion of off icers saying that graduate education 
had a positive influence between officers who attended NPS 
20 
179.2 per:::ent) ami t.hose who a t t_ e nded civilian universities 
180 8 percen,:) . 
Table V compa.::-es the inf l uence of g:::-aduat e educatio:l 
TABLE V COMPARISON TEE I NFLUENCE OF GRADUATE EDUCATI ON AND 
yeS WHEN GRADUATED 
CAREER INFLUENCE (Percent) 
yes at 
No gradua tion Total Positi ve Negative Effect Row % % 
1-4 a . a 22.7 100.0 10. 2 
5-' 79 .1 1.2 1 9.6 100 . 0 
7-6 81.4 0.0 1 8.6 100.0 28 . 2. 
9-10 88.8 a . a 11. 2 100 .0 lfJ . 9 
11-12 78 .8 0.0 21.2 100.0 1 3 . 9 
1 3 -14 6 4.8 0 . 0 35 . 2 1 00.0 7.5 
15-16 a . o 28 . 6 100 . 0 2.2 
17 - 18 68 . 8 a. a 31.3 1 00.0 1.7 
19 on 78.3 0.0 21.7 100.0 2 . 4 
Total ( %) 79 . 7 0.2 20.0 
I 
100 .0 
To tal (n) 760 19: 953 
and the years of comr.tissioned s ervi ce completed at the last 
graduate [iegree . T:J.e positive influence o f graduat e educat:'on 
increas es as the yes at graduation increases, up until the 10 -
year - point:, then dec reases erratically as the yeS increases. 
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4 . Reasons Naval Officers Seek Graduate Education 
Th@. highest percentage of respondencs (41 percent) 
believed that the primary most Naval officers 
graduate education :question 1 1 ) is "::0 remain competitive 
wi:::h their contemporaries for further assignment and 
promotion . " Some people call this "ticket punching . " Table 
VI describes the opinions of in each paygrade toward 
TABLE V I REASONS FOR SEEKING GRADUATE EDUCAT ION, BY RANK 
Rema in 
Compet itive 
More Capab le 
Job a fter 
U'N 




question 11 of the survey . When analyzing ::he trends based on 
rank, if we look at the answers from Lieutenants through 
Captains (officers in paygrades 07 through 09 repr@.sent only 
2 . 5 percent of the respondents), the proportion of respondents 
who believed that most officers see k graduate education to 
"become a more capable Naval officer" increases as ran k 
increases (similar to results in 1973). However , the 
22 
proportion of off icers who said "to increase em!Jloyment: 
opportunit .i cs upon retirement" decreases [rom Lieutenant to 
Captdin. 
The least popular reason gi.ven , with o:lly 5 . 3 percent, 
i s "to procu:::.-e a P - r:ode." However, this is still considerably 
more than the 0.8 percent who gave that answer =-n 1973 . 15 
\<fnen invest. i gating whether the sO'..lrce of the graduate 
degree dEfects the o::ficer' S opiniuns of question 11, both the 
graduates ot NPS and the graduates o f civilian univers ities 
(CIV INS) said "ticket puner.iog" was the primary n,'ason. 
However , significantly rrDre N[>S graduates (24 . 2 perceO'::) tha I: 
CI V:NS graduates (14.1 percent] said that office!:"s seek 
education "to fulfill r:erSOll<l:' education 
aspirations. Ii !v:ore CIVINS grad'J.ates percem:) than NPS 
g!:'aduates percent), indicated that "to become a more 
capable officer" is the prirr.ary reason. 16 
5. Choice of Curriculum Selection 
Q'J.estion 14 asked if the officer's graduate cu!:'riculum 
the choice . F'J.lly 80 . 7 percent said the 
cur!:'iculum was thei!:' choice. 'T'his is statistically dif:erent 
from the proport ion o f off icers in (86.8 who 
chose their curriculum . 1.7 
lSAppendix 8(4). 
16Appendix S(5) . 
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Table VII shows that significantly more CIVINS 


















graduates (88.9 percent) chose the::'r curriculum, as opposed to 
NPS graduates (78.5 percent) .18 The following curricula were 
found to have the highest amount of "choice" (at 100 percent) 
amo!1g the officers; Chemistry , Nuclear Power Engineering , 
Petroleum Management, Ma rketing , Mathematics, Ocean Law and 
Subsistence Technology . These were followed by Intelligence 
(95.7 percent "choice"), Education (93 .8 percent), 
Com:nunication Engineeri!1g (92 .3 percent), Naval Construction 
Engineering (91.8 perce!1t), and Financial Management (91.1 
percent) . 
6. Fitness Reports for Graduate Students 
The !1umber one (48.6 percent) response to question 20 
("How should selection boards for promotion view fitness 
reports for full-time graduate students?") was "not observed, 
18Appendix B (7) . 
submitted for Y."ccord purposes only." As an officer becomes 
mo!:"e senio::::, as shown in Tab:e VITI, p!:'ogressively 




Rat i ngB 
Special 
Asaignment, 
Empha s is 





officers (from to Captain) believed student fitness 
:::-eports should be "not observed" whil e p!:'ogressively less said 
that fitness reports should be equivalent to those of 
operational or shore bil l ets. 
When compari r.g the promotion status of the respondents 
with their opinions on fitness reports, only 39 percent 
C± 9.8 percent)19 of the ot f icer.s who failed for promotion 
:>tated that fitness reports should b e "not observed." Of 
19Appcndix 3(8). 
officers who felt that graduate education had a detrimental 
effect on their selection (or rejection) for promotion , fully 
70 . 7 percent (± 10.9 percent)20 said the fitness report 
should be an observed report of some type. (See Subsection 17 
of this chapter, Graduate Education and Promotion . ) 
When compared with results in 1973, only 28 . 8 percen t 
of the respondents desired "not observed" fitness reports. 
However, the number· one answer in 1973 (35.4 percent ) 
treat fitness reports as "special assignment, with little 
emphasis on the prof essional rating assigned . " 
7. Designator Changes 
I n response to question 22, the majority of all 
respondents ( 86.2 percent) did not have their designator 
changed after receiving their graduate degree. Table IX shows 
TABLE IX DES I GNATOR CHANGE BY OFFI CER COMMUNITIES 
COMMtJNITIES (Percent) Total 




1.9 48.9 2 .7 
98 . 1 51.1 97 . 3 
100 . 0 100 . 0 100 . 0 
122 14 . 1 
746 85.9 
868 100.0 
t he distribution among officer communities and whether they 
had their designator changed as a result of their studies. 
20Appendix 8(9) . 
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Tr,e Restricted Line iRr_,) cOTI'mcni ty represents the l a-r:-gest 
proportion {fl5. 5 percent) 21 of of ficers who hi;ld their 
des i gni;ltor changed . The Unrestrie:-.ed Lip.e (URL) and Stilff 
communi:-.ies con t inue to represe!l.t small percep.tages. These 
resu] ts mirror those of the 1973 survey. {Note that :-.he 
percentage f or individua l communit:ie s differs from t:he 
perce:1tagc from al l respondents due to answers wi t_h missing 
desig!l.ators. ) 
8. Attitudes Toward School Attended 
Que:o;tions 12 and 13 were used to divi de tr.e populi;ltion 
of respondf>nts inLo t hose who atter:ded NPS and those 'liho 
s t udied i;lt CIVINS. In this manner, :-.hf> att i tudes a!l.d opinions 
of office-r:-s re,:!arding their f>ducational experience can be 
l inked to the type of scholarship they obtained (i. e., 
mil i tary or civi 1 ian) . 
Nearl y four out of five respcr.de:1ts (79.4 percent) 
attended NPS, while t he remainder (20.6 percent) attended 
civilian universities. These percentages c l o:o;e l y match thf> 
79.2 percent NPS graduates and 20.8 percent from c ivilian 
universiLies found in the general officer population at: the 
t ime of the survey . Tr.ese nt:mbers dif fer signi ficantly from 
the percentages in 1973, where 42.4, percent of the officer 
population attended CIVINS and 57 6 percent at:tended NPS. 
21Appendix B(le). 
The following sections describe in detai l the 
differences in opinion between NPS graduates and CIVINS 
graduates on various aspec t s of their education . 
Preference for Nava l Postgraduate School or 
Civilian University 
The majority of officers who attended NPS 
(5 7 6 percent) considered it t o a civilian 
university, while the majority of CIVINS graduates (6 7. S 
percent, .±. 6 . 0) 22 , as shown in Table X, bel ieved their 
TABLE X OPINIONS OF NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL AND CIVILIA..'< 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATES TOWARD THEIR SCHOOL 
NPS !;lraduates CIVINS Graduate§; 
Attitude Toward 
School Attended Percent Percent 
Superior to other 224 29 . 3 135 67 . 5 
school 
Equivalent to other 57.6 54 27 . 0 
school 
Would have preferred 100 13 .1 11 5.5 
other school 
Total 765 100 . 0 200 100.0 
university was to NPS. The difference in the 
proportion is statistically significant at the 9S percent 
confidence leveL 23 It is important to note, however, that 
22Appendix B(n) . 
23Appendix B(12) . 
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significantly more NPS graduates in 1.994 (29.3 percent ) 
bel i eve d t:lat NPS was superior to a civilian university than 
did in 1973 (16 . 8 ?ercent ) . 24 However , tbe proporL- ion of 
CTVI NS graduates (fi7.::; perce nt) in 1994 who t hought the ir 
was superior to NPS did not differ significant l y from 
the proportion in 1 973 (72 . 4 perce nt) .25 
b . Curri culum St:ructure 
Significantly more CIVINS graduates {74 9 percent, 
fi)26 Lhan NPS graduates (55 . 8 percent)27 considered the 
struc t ure of the i r curricu l um at their cmiversity either we l l 
balanced or broadly structnre d allowing for many elective s 
(rather than narrowly s t ructuredl. The responses to que stion 
1 5 can be seen in Table XI. 
Mong the curricula conside red narrowly structt:red 
{al l owing for few e l ectives} by officers who at t ended NPS were 
Economics , Hydrograph ic Engineering, ConstrucLion 
Engineering a:ld Subsistence Technology (all officers in t hese 
c·.lrricula said they we r e ,larrowly structured ) . For offic:ers 
who aLLe:lded CI VINS, the courses considered narrowly 
structured included Computer Science, Computer Scienc e Systems 
Management, Aeronautical 
2411.ppendix B ( 13 ) . 
25Appendi x B(14). 
26Appendix B (15). 
27Appendix B(16). 
3ngbleering, Hydrographic 
TABLE XI COMPARI SON OF OPINIONS ON CURRI CULUM STRUCTURE 
BETWEEN NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL AND CIVILIAN UNIVER.SITY 
GRADUATES 
NPS Graduates erVINS Graduates 
Curriculum Structure Percent 
Broadly structured 75 9 .8 23 . 6 
Narrowly structured 337 44.3 50 25.1 
Well Balanced 350 45.9 102 51. 3 
Total 762 1 00 . 0 199 100 .0 
Eng i neering , Operat i ons Research and Public Re l ations, all a t 
100 percent responses . 
When compared with the results from twenty years 
ago, the proportion of NPS graduates in 1994 who said their 
curriculum was narrowly structured (44.3 percent) 
s i gnifi cant l y less than the proportion who thought so i n 1973 
(51 . 5 p ercent) .2 B However, the proport ion of CrVINS 
gradua t es in 1994 who said their curricu l um was narrowly 
structured (25 . 1 percent) was not stat ist ica l ly different from 
the proportion saying so in 1973 (3 1.3 percent) , 29 
c. Admiui stratioIJ 
Table XII, whi c h corresponds to quest ion 16, shows 
that there was no statistical difference between the 
proportions of NPS and erVINS graduates who thought their 
29Appendix 8(17 ) , 
29Appendix 8(18 ) , 
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TABLE X I I COMPARISON OF OPINIONS ON SCHOOL ADMINISTRJl.TION 
BETWEEN NAVATJ POSTGRADUATE SC308T .. AND CIVILIAN UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATES 
NPS Gragua tes crVINS Graduates 
School 
Admi n i stratio n Percent Percent 
Very effic i ent and 272 3 5 . 6 l03 51.8 
helpful 
Effic i ent a nd 61.9 9l 45 . 7 
he l pful 
Inefficient a nd 19 2.5 2 . 5 
uncoopera t ive 
Tota l 763 100 . 0 199 100.0 
school adlninistration was ef f icient and he l pful to so:ne ext::ent 
(97 . 5 pe:ccentl. Nevertheless , significantly more CrVINS 
grad uates (5 1 .8 percent:.) than NPS alurr.ni (35 . 6 
believed [heir school administration wa s efficient and 
helpful . 30 
Significantly mure NPS graduates in 1994 (3S.6 
percent) stated the administration was efficient ciIld 
r.e19ful than did those in 1973 (26 . 4 percent) . 31 The same 
carmet be said a b out the o[ the CIVINS graduates , 
they did not differ sign iflcantly between 1973 and 199 4 . 
d. Academic Diff icu.l t y 
The ma j ori::y of beth NPS and CrVINS graduCltes 
stated that the acad el'1ic difficulty (question 17) of their 
graduate education was about what they had ant i cipated. Table 
30Appendix B(19). 
31l\ppend i x B (20) . 
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XIII shows that the percentage for each category was similar 
between the two sources of degrees. 
TABLE XIII COMPARISON OF OPINIONS ON ACADEMIC DIFFICULTY 
BETWEEN NAVAL POSTGRADUAT3 SCHOOL AND CIVILIAN U:-.IIVERSITY 
GRADUATES 
NPS G;!;:aduates 
Academic Difficulty Percent 
As anticipated 483 63.1 12. 62.7 
Less than 1 06 13 . 9 29 14.6 
anticipated 
More than 176 23.0 45 22.7 
anticipated 
Total 765 100.0 198 1 00 . 0 
MOOg the c urricula considered more difficu lt than 
ant i cipated at NPS were Naval Construction Engineering and 
Acoustics Engineering. At CIVINS , curricula considered more 
difficult Aeroel ectronics, Personnel Management, 
Operations Research, and Ret.ailing. 
The percentages in 1994 do not differ 
significantly (at the 95- p e rcent confidence level) from t he 
1973 results, although the percentage of CIVINS graduates who 
say the academic difficulty was more than anticipated 
increases somewhat from 16 . 8 percent to 22 .7 percent i n 1994. 
e. I nstructor and Course Excellence 
Table XIV describes t h e percentage of responses 
received the of fi cers were asked what proportion of the 
32 
ins'::.rllctors and ccurses t _hey considered "exce l lent ,. (quest i ons 
18 and 19). The differences between the percentage categories 
TABLE XIV COMPARISON OF OPINIONS ON INS'l'RUC'i'OR AND COURSE 
EXCELLENCE BETWEE='1 NAVAT" POSTGRADUATE SCEOOL Ai'W CIVILIAN 
UNI VERS TTY GRADUATES 
p.,rcent 
Excellent 
L eBS than 
'" 
INSTRUCTORS 
NPS erVINS NPS erVINS 
between :>l"PS and CrVINS graduates in both instructor and course 
excellence were signitiCdnt: for cate gories above 50 percent. 
TO define a :nean percentage. we will considel: 
than 90 percenr-." to be equal to 95 percent, LInd "less 
than 1 0 percent" equal to 5 percent. Hence, NPS gradua tes 
conside:::.- G9. 3 percent of their instructors to be exce l lent, 
whereas CrVINS graduates consider 75 . 7 percent excel l ent. The 
mean of courses considered excellent by NPS 
graduates was 70.8 percent, whereas CIVTNS considered 76.8 
percerx excellent. :>Jeither difference is statistically 
s igr.ificant at the 95 - percent. confidence level. 
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Significantly more NPS graduates (21 percent) felt 
that greater than gO percent of their instructors were 
excellent than did graduates surveyed 20 yeilrs ago (7 
percent) .32 In addition, significantly more erVINS graduates 
(39.7 percent) in 1994 said that more than 90 percent of their 
instructors were excellent than did erVINS graduates in 1973 
(25.3 percent) .33 
When asked about the excellence of courses 
their school, there is no significant difference between the 
officers who cons i dered more than 90 percent of the courses as 
excellent between the 1994 and 1973 surveys, either at erVINS 
or NPS . Nor is there a statistically significant difference 
in any of the other c.ategories. 
f. Life as a Graduat:e St:udent: 
'Nhen asked t o describe the change to their family 
social life (in question 21) while attending graduate 
school (Table XV), the majority of all officers (graduates of 
NPS and CIVINS combined at 64.8 percent) said their lite 
changed to some extent for the better. compared to lite at a 
"normal" tour. Slightly more NPS graduates (33.7 percent) 
than C!V!NS graduates (26.9 percent) said that it changed 
significantly for the better; however, the difference is not 
32Appendix B (21) . 
33Appendix B (22) . 
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TAl\LE XV CC:>lf'ARISON OJ" OI:'INICNS ON CHA.">GES TO FA"1-:-TY AND 
SOCIAL LIFE BETWEEN NAVA::' ?OS'1'GRADUAfE SCHOOL AN:) C=VILIAN 
UNIVERS:TY GR,l\,DUATRS 
NP,s Q;t:s:!,duato:;:s CIVINS Graduat!:os 
Change to 
Fami l Social Life Percent Percent 
Significantly for 2S7 '::3 
the Better 
Somewhat for the /.39 31. 4 36 
Better 
Somewhat for the 18.8 46 23.4 
Significantly for 52 6.8 :'.6 
the Worse 
Little or No Effect 71 9.3 15 7.6 
Total 1 OJ. 0 197 100.0 
stat::'sL':'call y signi::ir:an;::. 34 In addiLion, slig:!"lLly morc 
CIVIKS gro.duaLes said Lheir li:::c ho.u ;::hc wc.Jrse to 
somp degree (29 percent) ;::han did XPS graduates (25.6 
Dl:t the differencp :'s also not. 
In o.no.lyzing pc.Jss:'ble cal:ses of ;::he chc:mges 
family or social l:'fc, ':'aDlc XVT shows comparison beLween 
Clcadf'Il:ic difficulty perceived and ;::he change to tr.e officer's 
l:'fe. It appeClrS that, t:!"lose grad',lates who fel:: tr.a:: t:!"le 
academi:.: diff':'c:.ll ty was more Lhan L:!"ley :!"lad Lhcir 
family and social l:'fe also changed for t.:!"le worse to some 
However, :::he o:ficers who though:: that t.:!"le diffic:.llty 
was 1 css t:!"lan anticipated bel:'eved t.hc::'r fam::' ly and social 
J"Appenuix 3(23). 
TABLE XVI COMPARISON OF CHANGES TO FAMILY OR SOCIAL LIFE WITH 
PERCEIVED ACADEMIC DIFFICULTY (NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL AND 








CHANGE TO FAMILY/SOCIAL LIFE 
WORSE NO EFFECT 
CIVINS NPS CIVINS NPS eIVINS 
life changed for the better. 
When compared with the results twenty years ago, 
the topic brought the most startling diffcrer..ces. The number-
one answer in 1973, for both NPS and CIVINS graduates, was a 
change for the to some extent (53 percent), whereas 
gradl;ates today believe si tuations have changed for the 
9. Value of a P-Code to an Officer's Career 
The majority of officers (74 percent) believed that 
getting a P-code corrunensurate with graduate education is 
bene:icial to an officer's career, and only 2.6 percent 
thought it was detrimental, according to question 24. 
However, significantl y more CIVINS graduates (82.3 percent) 
than NPS (72 percent) thought that getting a P·code 
was beneficial. 35 
3SAppendix B(24). 
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'rable XVII divides the reBpondents into those who have 
TABLE XVII CO)1PARISON OF OPIN I ON ON BENEFIT OF P - CODE WITH 
ASSIGNMEKT TO p-COD:m BILLET 
Never Ass i gned 
Getting a 
P - code 
Beneficial 490 78.5 
No effect 11'1 1 8 . 8 223 23 . 4 
Detrimental 17 2 . "1 25 2.6 
Total 624 l(lO.O 324 100.0 961 10 0 . 0 
'been a ss igned to one or more P-corled b i llets in the area of 
their graduate education dnd those who have 
Signif i cant ly more offi c ers who have been in P-coded b i llets 
believed a P-code in ::.hat spec ial ty was beneficial to t. heir 
career than did those who n ever worked in their graduate 
education :ield . 
Approximately 52 percent of the o:f i cers ill 1973 said 
tha::. getting a P- c ode was bene ficial to their career. This i s 
significantly lowe r than the 74 percent in 19lJ4 who believed 
i t was beneficial . 36 
10. Necessity of Graduate Education in P-coded Bi l lets 
Combined questions 2 5 and 26 we r e used to detennine 
the officers ' perceptions of how important gradt.:ate education 
was to effectively per f oTn'. duties in P - coded bi l le::'s they have 
36Appendix B (25) . 
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held. Table XVIII shews that 90.6 percent of officers who 
TABLE XVIII OPINION AS TO NEED OF GRADUATE EDUCATION IN 
P-CODED BILLETS 
Need for Graduate Education 
in Billets 
Graduate Education in 275 39.2 
Specialty necessary 
Graduate Education in 302 43.0 
Specialty desired 
Any Graduate Education 24 3.4 
necessary 
Any Graduate Education 35 5.0 
desired 
Undergradua te Education in 19 7.0 
Specialty effective 
Any Undergraduate Education 
effective 
Total 702 100 .0 
have been assigned to a P-coded billet thought that graduate 
education was necessary or desirable to perfonn their duties 
effectively. Those who said graduate education 
parti cular spec ialty, whatever it was, was necessary or 
desirable amounted to 42.6 percent of officers who had been in 
those billets. This is significant l y more than the 32 percent 
who g ave that response in 1973. 37 
37Appcndix B (26) . 
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11. Utilization of Graduate Education in Other Than 
Coded Billets 
27 provides informa L-i on on Lhe extent 
wh ich graduate education is used in bi l lets other than ones i n 
which a speci.alty is required. Fully 82.1 percent of officers 
with a Nuvy-sponsored graduate degree have used their graduate 
educat ion t o s ome extent in other than P - COded b illets. 
Al most ha l f of the officers have used t heir grilGuate education 
f!:"equently cr extens i vely in other billets . Table XI X 
TABLE XIX COMPA..':<ISON OF TEE USE OF GRADUATE EDUCATION IN 





suggests t hat the of officers who use the ir 
graduate e ducation extensively or t requent l y increases as the 
o fficer rises through the ranks. 
12. Desirability of P'Coded Billets 
According to the responses to question 28 , over half 
(54.3 percent) of the officers have been assigned 
more P-coded bil lets in the area of their graduate degree and 
desired to b e assigned t o on e again . Even 7 7.2 percent of the 
officers who had n e ver bee n a s s i gned to a p. cod e d bill,t in 
the area of their graduate education wanted to be assigned to 
Of a l l officers who respond ed to the sUDley, 81 . 5 
p e r c e n t desjred to b e assigned to a P · coded bi l l et . 
Tab l e xx shows that signific ant l y fewer Unrestricte d 
Line officersJS who have seDled in P - cod e d bille t s wanted to 
be assigne d again to a P - coded bille t , when compared to 
Restricted Li ne and Staff conununities . These responses are 
s i milar to the r esults in 1973 . 
TABLE XX DESIRABILI TY OF P - CODED BI :"LETS BY OFF ICER 
COMMUN ITIES 
COMMUNITIES (Percent) Total 
P-coded Bi llet URL 
Ass igned, desire 40 . 1 68 . 2 70 . 0 4 73 54.8 
r e a s signment 
Assigne d, do 10.6 8 . 2 13 . 7 9 3 10 . 8 
des i re 
reassignme n t 
Never a ss igned, 38 . 0 16 . 4 13 .2 226 2 6 . 2 
desire assignment 
Never ass i gned, do 11. 3 7 . 2 3.1 71 8.2 
not desire 
assignment 
To tal 1 00 . 0 100 . 0 100 . 0 863 100 . 0 
38 Appendix B(27) . 
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1 3 . Ass i gnme nts to P- Coded Bi l lets 
Accordin9 to the responses to r:ombined quest i or:.s 
and 30, over half of the officers who have 
gr.a[iuale degrees (G2 percent) we!:"e assigneci to a P-coded 
billet within four. years after graduation . However , only 69 . 5 
percent of officers were assigned to a P- cuded billet. 
Of those off i cers who were a s signed t:o billets, 56 . 7 percent 
were assigned immediatp l y, and 89.2 percent were assigned 
wit:hin four years . IThese results do not differ from the 197J 
re811.) ::s . 
Table XXI shO'../s that fewer Unrestricted Line officers 
TABLE XXI CCMPA..'USON OF WHEN OFFICERS ARE ASSIGNED TO P · CODED 
BILLETS BY CFFICER COMM1lli I T I ES 
When Assigned t o COMMUNI TIES ( Pe r cent ) Total 
P- code d Billet 
(Years followi ng URL RL STAFF r aduatio n 
I mmedia tely 31. 5 71.9 71. 4 379 56 . 7 
1- 2 7 7 . 4 ':.4 a 
3 - 4 32 . 3 3 19 . 2 150 22.5 
5-' S . 1 1.8 2.2 4 . 2 
7 - 8 6 . 0 2 . 3 1.7 24 3 . 6 
9 -10 3 . 8 1.2 0.0 1.8 
11 or later 2.6 0.1 0 . 1 1.2 
To t al 100. a 100. a 100 . 0 668 100. a 
(79.5 percent) are assigned to a P - coded billet within the 
first four yearlO after graduation . when cOI':lpared to the 
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Restric::.ed Line and Staff cOilUTlunities (94.6 and 96 percent, 
respectively) . 
Fewer Unrestricted Line officers are assigned or r.ave 
been assigned t o a P - coded billet (5S.2 percent) than 20 years 
ago (although the difference is not statistically significant 
at the 95 - percent confidence leve1 39 ). However, slightly 
more Restricted Line and Staff officers were being assigned in 
1 994 (80.2 and 85.5, respe ctively) than in 1 973. 
14. Recommendations Concerning the P - coding System 
When asked about their opinion on the P - coding system 
(question 23), almost half of the officers (47.6 percent ) did 
not feel qualified to recorrunend changes to the P -coding 
system. However, 44.4 percent C±. 5.8 percent)40 of the 
officers in the Unrestric ted Line (Table XXII) community who 
made a comment said tha t more P - coded bil l ets should be 
available for the Unrestricted Line officers, which is higher 
than the other communities. 
results from combined questions and 32 show 
that, if not assigned to a P-coded billet upon completion of 
a technical degree, 86.8 percent of officers believed that 
the subject matter learned would become obsolete due to 
rapidly changing technology unless t he officer maintains 
39Appendix B (28) . 
40Appendix B (29) . 
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TABLE XXII COMPA.'<.ISON OF TO THE P- CODING 
SYSTEM BY OFFICER C8MMUNITIES 
Recommenda tions COMMUNITIES (Percent) Total 
to the P-coding 
S st= URL RL STAFF 
Make more 25 . 9 4 . 9 3.2 1 7.8 1 4 . "{ 
available to DRL 
officers 
Fill only with RL 1.6 6 . 3 0.9 23 2 . 6 
officers 
System OK, 17 .2 20 . 2 20.5 J 6 .4 
continue 
Continue system 11l.6 20.6 16 .8 162. 1 8 . 7 
wi th modifications 
DO not feel 41.7 45.0 58 . 6 413 4 'I. G 
qualified to 
recommendations 
Total 100 .0 100 .0 100.0 868 100.0 
currency on aYl i!1dividual basis {Tilble XXIII) . Of this 
majority, 88 . 6 percent: thought that currer.cy wouLd be lost 
withir. six years. These reSU .lts mirror t he respor.ses frClm t he 
1973 survey. 
16 . Methods of Maintaining Proficiency 
Fully 50.5 percent of the officers have maintained 
currency in the area of their graduate education by a variety 
of methods . Of thf> officers who said they maintain currency 
(combined questions 33 and 34), the most popu l ar method is to 
use a combination of professioeal journals and organizations 
and on - the-job utilIzation (44.6 percent). This was also the 
number-one answer in 1973 . 
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TABLE XXIII OP I NION AS '1'0 WHEN A TECHNICAL DEGREE WILL BECOME 
OESOLET E u'NLESS CURRENCY I S MAINl'AINED 
If not assigned to P- c oded bil l et 
within s o many y e ars of graduation, 
subject ma tter is obsolete unless 
curren cy is maintained on ind ivid ual 
basis 
1-2 
' -4 5-' 
7 - 8 
9 -10 











12 . 6 
39 
2 4. 7 
5 . 0 
, .8 
0 . 4 
0 . 6 
1 00 . 0 
Table XXIV s h ows the methods u s ed to maintai n 
currency . I t is important ':::0 note tha t , o f the officers wh o 
did not main':::ain curren cy , 56.5 percent said they had never 
been a::o::oigned to a P - c o d ed billet. 
17. Gr aduate Educat ion a nd Promotion 
Combined ques t i o ns 35 a n d 36 indica t e t hat the 
ma j ority of officers (62 . 7 p e rcent) wh o have been e l i g ible for 
p r omotion since comple t ing ::heir gradua te education felt t hat 
their education wa s a p ositive factor in t h eir se l e c tion for 
promotion . This i s s i g ni f icantly more than the propor':::ion of 
officers i !1 1973 (56 . 8 percent) who said that graduate 
TABLE XXIV METHODS OF MAINTl\INI NG IN THE AREA OF 
GRADUl\TF EI:UCATION 
Method of maintaining currency 




1 and 2 above 
1 and 3 above 
2 and 3 above 






345 H . 6 
" 6 . 0 58 7.5 
5.6 
'1'13 100.0 
educa::ion had a posi t ive effec t on their pro:not ion . 41 
l'able XXV shows that a sign i fican t ly smaller 
percentage (49.3 percent) of Unrestricted Line (URL) officers 
fe l t that graduate education was a factor in their 
promotion, r egardless of w:1.en they were promoted. 42 However, 
the proportion of URL officers 1n 1994 who said "posit':'ve" iO! 
significantl y more t:'lan the propOrtion said t he same 
1973 (J8.6 percent). 
18. Uniqueness, Quality, and Relevance Issues 
It is i mportant to lea!:"n Naval off:'cers th i nk 
about the uniqueness, quality, and relevance of t :1.e schools 
they dttended. Questions 37 through 56 of the survey were 
4lAppend :'x ::0 (30) . 
42J\ppcndix E (3l) . 
TABLE XXV COMPARISON OF OPINIONS OF GRADUATE EDUCATION'S 
EFFECT ON PROMOTION BY OFFICER COMMUNITIES 
When promo t e d and 
the effe ct 
gradua te educa t ion 
play e d in the 
promo t ion d ecision 
Early , pos itive 
Early, n ega tive 
Early, no effec t 
With gro up, 
p o si tive 
With g roup, 
negative 
With gro up, 
effec t 
Fai led, n e gat i ve 
COMMUNITIES (Percent ) 
URL 
4 . 7 
0.0 
5 . 0 
49.3 
4 . 1 
27.3 
RL 
4 . 2 
o .l 
1.6 
66 . 0 









1 ' •. 0 
Failed, n o effect 5 . 2 4.8 5 . 8 
To t al 100 . 0 100.0 100 . 0 
Total 
36 4.3 
0 . 1 




35 4 . 2 
47 5 . 6 
834 100 . 0 
added to the 1973 questionnaire format to discover how 
officers who have received a Navy - sponsored graduate degree 
perce i ve these items . Each topic is analyzed separately, 
inc l u d ing a comparison between the response s from NPS and 
CIVINS graduates . (Appendix D contains t he percentage 
responses to each question, wi th a comparison between the 
response s from each d egree SOurce . ) 
In analyz i ng r.he responses to the questions in this 
section , a 5 - point sca l e is used wi th one equa l to the leas t 
favorab l e response and five equal to the most fav orable . For 
example, for the responses to q u es t ions 37 through 42 {the 
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ext:ent to whi:::h schoo l prQvided the i terr.sl, one equals "to 
no exten t ," and five equals "to a great extent. 
Uniqueness of GrCfduate Education 
Table XXVI shows the officers ' opinions 
TABLE XXVI OF UNIQUENESS 8F NAVY -S PONSORED GRADUATE 
EO'JCATION 3 Y SOURCE OF DEGREE 
To what extent NPS CIVINS All 
did the school Graduates Graduates 
provide military Percent Percent uniqueness 
To no extent 4.7 30.7 
Very little 11. 5 :n.9 U 
extent 
To some extent 22 .4. 1 5.6 20. a 
Quite a bit 31. G 16.8 2.8.2 
To a great 29. a 15.0 :1.6. a 
extent 
Total 100 .0 100 . a 
whether t he school they aLtended provided a unique e nvironment 
i n to obtain t heir educat ior: {questions 37 through 42). 
"Unique ness," f or p:lrposes of this Lhesis, is described as 
abil.ity to provide a Naval officer wiLh a distinctly military 
environment in which t o learn and, at the same time, fulfi ll 
the educat i onal requ irements of the Navy. For instance, did 
the school have facc:l t:y with adequate knowledge of the 
Depar:-.ment of Defense (000), or were there DoD-ori e nted 
computer databases and oeD-specific publications, or a OeD 
orientatier. ef courses? 
The graduates of NPS rated the uniqueness of their 
srhool very high.ly, with L'le means :.he questions 1':etween 
3.42 and 4.15 (on a scale of 1 te 5). The highest rated item 
was ques::ier. 42, the extent to which their srhoel provided "an 
environment where m:'-li ::ary officers beeefi:: from a shared 
know:i.edge of their counterparts' expertise," with 78 percent 
at the respondents saying :.hat NPS provided "qui:.e a b'-:::" :-_0 
"a great extent." 
'::'he civilian ur.iversity graduates rated :::'le 
military uniqueness of their sc:hoo.l somewha:. lewer. 'l'he means 
of questions 37 through 42 were between 2.02 and 3.94. The 
highest rated item was, as with the NPS respondents, the 
environrr.en:: where officers benefit from others' expertise, 
wi::h 72.3 percent of L'1e CIVINS graduates ra:-_ing it in top 
two categories. '::'he CIVINS gradua::es did not appear te :'lave 
as much access to DoD-specific publications or DOD-oriented 
databases (the two lowest rated items) as the NPS graduates 
may have had, and hence might have felt that their sc:hoois did 
net provide the military ur:iqueness that NPS dees. 
b. Quality of Graduate Education 
Questions 43 through 52 asked the respondents t.o 
the quality of various items (e.g., library resources, 
courses, faculty, etc.) at ::he schoe:i. ::hey attended. 
Table XXVII shows the aggregate percent.ages of the 10 items 
TABLE XXVII COMPARISON OF THE QUALITY OF NAVY - SPONSORED 
GRADUATE EDUCATION BY SOURCE OF DEGREE 
Rate the quality NPS CIVINS All 
of the item at Graduates Graduates 
the school 
attended Percent Percent Percent 
Very low 1.6 6 . 1 2.6 
6.1 6 . 6 6 . 2 
Middle quality 25.2 2LS 24 . 4 
High 42 . 1 29 . 8 39 .4 
Very high 25 . 0 36 . 0 27 .4 
Total 100 .0 100 . 0 100.0 
that were rated . 
The means of the items for NPS graduates in this 
sect.ion were between 3 . 59 and 4. .13, with the quality of the 
curriculum-specific courses rating the highest (84 . 1 percent 
in the High to Very High cat.egories) . The lowest rated item 
was the quality of t.he refresher courses , wi t.h o n l y 5 4 . 4. 
percent of the respondents rating it Hi gh to Very High . This 
may be due to an unfamiliarity of a good number of NPS 
graduates with refresher courses . 
CIVINS graduates rated the quality of the items at 
their school very high . The means of the items were between 
2 . 85 and 4.30 , with library re s ources rated highest and the 
lowest score for the item support" (for example , 
exchanges and family services), which are not likely to be 
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located c l ose to civilian universities . CIV!NS graduates 
rated all oE the s e items higher than did NPS graduates (when 
analyzing means) ex cept computer resources and staff , 
r e freshcr course s, and per sonnel support. 
o f Graduate Educatio n 
Questions 53 throu gh 56 we r e answered only by NPS 
graduates . Tab l e XXVI II displ ays the aggre ga,_c p e rcentages 
TABLE XXVIII OPINION AS TO THE RELEVANCE OF TilE NAVAL 
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
How strongly did t h e respondent agree 
with the sta tements of relevance 




S trongly agree 
Tota l 
NPS Gradua t es 
5.1 
10.3 
22 . 2 
31. 1 
31. 3 
100 . 0 
for how strongly l_he officer agre ed wi t h the statemen ts o f how 
relevant an NPS e ducation is l_ O him or her . Almos t two - thirds 
(62.4 percent) of the officers agreed with the statements of 
relev ance t o some e x ten t. Th e NPS grad uates felt most 
s trong l y that an NPS education benefits a n officer for the 
rema i nder of his or her career (mear.-1. 28) . Of t hese 
questions, t he NPS graduat e s felt least s trongly about the 
statement that NPS prov i des studenl_s with exposu re and 
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connectiv ity to DoD o ff i c ials and org anizat ions , but 45 . 1 
percent stil l agreed or strongly agreed wi t h t he s ta tement . 
5 1 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 
The following conclusions are derived from the info:!:'1Tlation 
contained in this thesis. 
Most officers thought that graduate education should 
be undertaken at a point somewhere between five and eight 
years of corrunissioned service , :Cut the majority did not study 
then . However, it appears that more officers are studying at 
their preferred career point now than did officers 20 years 
ago. 
The overwhelming majority of officers with a Navy -
sponsored graduate degree intended to remain in the service 20 
years or longer. And s ince 80 percent of officers with eight 
years or less of corrunissioned service intended to stay 20 
years or more, it appears that graduate education has a 
positive influence on personnel retention and would be most 
ef f ective early in an officer's career. 
3. Most graduates felt t hat the main reason why officers 
seek graduate education is "to remain competitive with their 
contemporaries for further assignment and promotion." 
Over 80 percent of o f ficers chose their c u rriculum . 
with significantly more CIVINS graduates than N?S graduates 
having their choice . 
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Almost 50 percent of t he officers bel ieved fi t ness 
report s for full -t i me graduat e stt:dent s should be "not 
observed" (the answer given most) . 
6 . The rroajority of o fficers who a t tended NPS rated j t as 
equivalent to a civi lian university, while the ma j ority of 
officers who attended civi l ian univers i ties rated their schoo l 
as superior to N"PS. 
7 . Most officers. both at KPS and erVINS, believed the 
curricul urn s tructure at thei r school was well - balanced. 
8 . A..'1 overwhelming major i ty of graduates, bOLh at NPS and 
eIVINS, thought their school adminis tration was efficient and 
he l pfu l to some e xtent. 
9. The ma j ority of o f ficers Baid that the academic 
difficulty of their studies was wha t t hey had anticipated . 
lG . More officers in 1994 than in 1973 , both at NPS and 
at eIVINS , said thdt d grea t er perCe!'ltdge of their ins tructors 
were excellent. 
Significa!'ltly more graduates in 1994 than in 1973, 
both at NPS d.Ue at e rVINS, felt their family and social life 
changed for the better. 
12. Almos t three-quarters of all officers with a Navy · 
sponsored graduate degree said that getting a P · code was 
beneficial to their career . 
13 . Over 90 p ercent of the officers who have served in a 
P - coded bil l et believed that grddud.te educatio:cl was necessary 
or desi r able to perform their duties effec t ively . 
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14. The majority (over 80 of officers with a 
graduate degree have used their education in other than tJ -
coded billets, indicating that graduate education is usefu l in 
all aspects of an office r's career. 
15. Over 80 percent of officers with a Navy -sponsored 
graduate degree desi r ed to be assigned to a P -coded billet , 
and 62 percent of officers were assigned to a P- coded billet 
withi!1 four years of graduation. 
16 . The majority of officers who have iJeen e ligible for 
prOr.lot ion since completing the ir education said that their 
degree was a positive facto r in their selection. 
17. NPS graduates gave a higher rating than did CIVINS 
graduates to the distinctly military environment (or 
"uniqueness") of their educational i nstitution. 
18 . NPS graduates considered the relevance of their 
graduate education to be very high . 
19 . OVerall, the number - one answers in 1994 were the same 
as the responses in 1973 , with only the percentages changing 
somewhat. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Research could be pursued 0:1 a continuous basis to learn 
what the attitudes and opinions of officers currently studying 
at both NPS and CIVINS are toward their graduate education. 
Comparisons can be !T'ade with the results of this study (and 
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the =--973 survey) to determi ne if at::' ::udes are cha:lgin<:!, a:ld 
in what d:'rection. 
In addit_ior:, analysis of t_:,is survey ':Jy 
speci:ic uesic:naLor cou:'d be done Lo ueLenni:Ho the percep:::ions 
towan: gradca::e e::i:lca:::ion by eacr. warfare c::Jr.1ffiur:ity. 
F:':lally, ar:; analysis ::Jf the att:':::lldes of cf:icers W:'.::I:Cllt 
a :-'lavy-sponsored <JTaduate de<:!Tee wi a gr(ol.dua:::e 
edcc:ation) cO:l:'d De compared '",itt-_ the results of U-.is ::hes:'.s. 
(For examp:'e, what are ::11ose offic:ers' op'nions Luw(ol.ru 
rcten::ion ar:d promo:::ion?) A study of this type could provide 
v(ol.lL;able insi,::11:: :'nto tr.e perce:'.ved benef:'.::s of ,::radu<'l.tc 
education by offjcCTS in N<'l.vy. 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
Opinion Survey of Naval Officers Who Have Received a Navy-
Sponsored Graduate Degree 
The following questions are impor t ant for evaluating your 
opinions concern i ng numerous topics related to obtaining 
a graduate degree and the utilization of y our 
education . Your responses are extremely important to us. 
The information will be held in strict confidence and used 
for research purposes only. Please mark your answer to 
the following questions on the enclosed answer sheet. 
Since the answer sheet will be scanned by a machine, 
please remember to us e a No. 2 pencil to completely 
blacken the boxes next to your choice (8). Feel free to 
send comments to us when you return the survey. 
Return. the answer sheet and any comments in the enclosed 
envelope. 
SECTION I . CURRICULUM & DESIGNATOR 
At t he top the answer sheet on side 1 there is a block of 
alternating white and pink-shaded rows. Enter two digit 
numbers (and shade the appropriate hoxes) from the list of 
curricula below to answer the following questions: 
(In the b lock) 
Lines 1 & 2 
Lines 3 & -4 
Lines 5 & 6 - - -
List of C:urricula 
01. Aeroelectronics 
The curricul um you studied. 
The curriculum you would have preferred 
to study. 
The curriculum more officers should 
study. 
28. Management, COOUlllUl. 
02 . Anti·submarine Warfare 29. Management, Computer Sys 
03. Behavioral Science 
04. Biological Sciences 
05. Chemistry 
06. Computer Science 





12. Engineering, Aeronautical 
13. Engineering, Chemical 
14. Engineering, 
30. Management, Financial 
31. Management. Pers. (MPTA) 
32. Management, Petroleum 
33. Management:, Procurement 
:.>Ianagement, Systems Inv . 
35 Management, 
36 Marketing 
31 Material Science 
38. Mathematics 
39 . I".etcorology 
40. Nava l History 
41. OceanogI'aphy 
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15. Enginc ering . 42. 
16 . Engincering. 43. 
17 Engineering. 44. 
la Engineering . 4 5. 
19. 46. 
2 0 47 . 
21 4 a. 
22 Englis:, 49. 
23. Im:e lligence 50. 
24. International :Oa" 51 
25. International R"liltions 52. 
26 Languages 
Hanag"m .. nt"_. Busir.ess Admin. 
IN TEE Sk"lE WHITE AND 
designator in lines 7 
the numbers and shade 
(In Lhe block) 
indicate your four· digit 
Remember to wri te down 
For e Xd.'11pl e : 
Lines 7 10 - - . Your designator 
SECTION II. QUESTIONS 
Answers to the following ques tions are to be entered in the 
numbered blocks on the answer sheet. 
Questions 1 and 2 
What is your present paygrade? {Please choose only one.} 
1. A . 0 - 1 
B . 0 -2 







E. 0 - 10 
Questions 3 and 4 
Years of cO!l1Dissioned service completed. (Please choose only 
one. ) 
3. 1 - 4 
B. 5-6 
C. 7-8 
9 - 10 
E . 11 - 12 
A. 13 -14 
B. 15 - 16 
C. 17-18 
19 or more 
Questions 5 aIld 6 
Years of commissioned service upon completion of your last 
graduate degree. (Please only one.) 
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5. A . 1-4 
5- 6 
7 - 8 
9 -10 
E . 11 - 12 
6. 1.3 - 14 
15 -16 
c . 17-18 
D . 19 or more 
Questions 7 and 8 
A career naval officer should study for a graduate degree 
during which yea:r.§. of commissioned service? (Please choose 
only onc.J 
7 . A . 1 - 4 
B. 5 - h 
C . 7 - 8 
D. 9 - 10 
E. 11-12 
8 . 
B . 15 - 16 
C. 17 - 18 
19 or more 
9 . I intend to remain in the Navy for : 
A . The completion of my obligated service but 
less than 20 years . 
B . 20 years . 
C. 20 - 26 years. 
D . 26 years or more . 
10 . The availability of graduate edu cation: 
A. Positive l y influenced my decision to remain in the 
Navy. 
B . Negatively influenced my decision to remain in t he 
Navy . 
C . Had no effect on my decision to remain in the Navy . 
In my opinion, the primary reason most naval officers 
seek graduate education is : 
A. To remain competitive with the i r cont emporaries for 
assignment and promotions (ticket punching). 
B . To become a more capable naval officer . 
C . To procure a P - code . 
D. To i ncrease employment opportunities upon 
retirement. 
E. To fulfill personal educational a s pirations . 
12 . I received my gradua t e degree from lifS. and: (If not 
applicable, go to next qu estion . ) 
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A. Consider it to be superior to civilian 
universities. 
Would :"1ave preferred to attend a civilian 
university . 
C . Consider it equivalent to civilian universities. 
13 . I received my graduate degree from a 
Unive r sity and: (:f not applicab l e, go to next: que::;tion. ) 
A. Consider it t:o be superior to XPS. 
E. Wou l d have I"lreterred to at t end Nl:'S . 
C. Consider it equivalent to NPS . 
My graduate degree c u rricul um was a choice that 
made hy me. 
A. Ye::;. 
B . 
15 . The curriculum of my graduate education wa s ; 
A . RToad.ly structured allQwing for numerous e:"..ect:ive::;. 
3. Narrowl y structured a J l ow:'ng for few e l ectives. 
C. 'vle ll balanced . 
1 6 . The school adrr.inistration where: attended was; 
A . Very efficient and h e lpful 
B. Efficient and helpful 
C. Inefficient and uncooperative 
The academic difficul ty of my graduate education was: 
A. About what I anticipated. 
B. Le::;s difficult I had anticipated. 
C. More difficult I had anticipated . 
18. Of the instructors I had , I woul d cQnsider the 
following percentage to have been exce l lent : 
A. :.1ore than 90% . 
B . About 75% . 
C . About 50%. 
D. About 25%. 
E . Less than 10%. 
19 Of the COUTf'eS taken during my graduate education, I 
would con::;ider the following percentage to have been 
excellent: 
A. More t hat 90% . 
B. About 75%. 
C . About 50%-. 
D. About 25% . 
Less than 10%. 
20 . Selec t ion board::; (for promotion) should consider 
fitness reports for full time graduate ::; t udcnts as: 
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A . Equivalent to fitness reports received by officers 
assigned to normal operational /shore billets. 
B. A special assignment, and place little emphasis on 
the professional ratings assigned. 
C . A special assign:nent with emphasis only on the 
student's grade point average. 
D . "Not observed" and submitted for record purposes 
only. 
2l. Compared to a normal tour of duty, social/family 
generally changes when studying for a graduate degree: 
A. Significantly for the better. 
B. Somewhat for the better. 
C . Somewhat ::or the worse. 
D. Significant l y for the worse. 
E. Has little or no effect as compared to a normal 
tour of duty. 
22. As a result of my graduate education, I received a 
change in designator . 
A. Yes. 
No. 
23. I n my opinion: 
A . More P - coded billets should be available for the 
unrestricted line officers . 
B. The P - coded billets system should be utilized only 
by the restricted line officers. 
C . The P - coding system is functioning properly and 
should be continued. 
D . The P - coding system should be continued with some 
modif ications. 
E. I do not feel qualified to recom:nend changes to the 
P-coding system. 
24. Obtaining a P - code com..""TIensurate with graduate education 
is generally: 
A. Beneficial to an officer ' s career. 
B. Has no effect on an officer's career. 
C. Detrimental to an officer's career. 
Questions 25 and 26 
To effectively perform assigned duties i n the P - coded 
bil l ets 1 have held: 
25 . A. A graduate education in that specialty was a 
necessity. 
B . Any graduate education was a necessity. 
c. A graduate education in that spec i alty was 
desirable . 
D. Any graduate education was desirable. 
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E. I\n uIldergraduat.e in r.hat special t.y would 
have been equal l y 
26 . A. Any undergraduate would hdve heen equa l l y 
B. I haven' t been assigned to a P-coded bil18 t .. 
27 . My 






in the area of my g:::-aduat.e 
desire to be reass i gned 
C. I have never been 
the area of !lly graduate 
se a ss igned. 
D . I have never been as s igned, and I do :1ot desire 
be assigned to a P - coded hillet-.. 
Questions 29 and 30 
I ' .... as a ss igned to a P-coded billet within (how many) year s 
after co:nole t ing my g raduat.e education . 
29 . A . Immediately 
E . ).-2 
C. 3 - 4 
5 - 6 
". 7-8 
30. A. 9 - 10 
B . II or l ater 
C . I have never been assigned to a P - coded billet. 
Questions 31 and 32 
If nct assiuned t o a I"-coded billet within (how many) years 
upon completion of a technical curriculum (e.g ., Electrical 
Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, etc.) , the s'.lblect 
matter learned will probab l y be obsolete due to rapidly 
changing techno l ogy unless the officer maintains currency on 
an individual basis: 
31. A. 1 - 2 
B. 3-4 
C . 5 - '; 
D. 7-8 
E. 9 -1 0 
32 . 1:' -12 
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J.3 or longer 
C. Never obsolete 
Questions 33 and 34 
I have kept current in the area for which I was educated 
primari l y by: 
33. A. Professional journals and organizations. 
B. On-the-job utilization. 
C. Off-the-job utilization. 
D. A and B above. 
E. A and C above. 
34. A. Band C above. 
B. I have kept current but not by any ot the 
aforementioned methods. 
C. I have not kept current. 
QuesLions 35 and 36 
:-ly promotions have been _ and I think my graduate 
education was a _ factor in these promotions decisions: 
35. A. 3arly, positive (helped me) . 
Early; detrimental (hurt me) . 
C. Early; insignificant. 
D. With my contemporaries; positive (he l ped me). 
E. With my contemporaries; detrimental (hurt me). 
36. '/lith my contemporaries; insignificant. 
B. Failed selection; detrimental (hurt me). 
C. Failed selection; insignificant. 
D. I have not been eligible tor selection since 
completion of my graduate education. 
Using the scale provided below, indicate the extent to which 
the University you attended (Civil.ian or NPS) provided the 
following: 
To No To A Great 
Extent 
D • 
37. Faculty knowledge of the Department of Defense (DoD) 
38. DoD-specific publications 
39. DOD-oriented databases, computer models and simu l ations 
40. The DoD orientation of courses 
41. Support for DoD· oriented theses 
12. An environment where military officers benefit trom a 
shared knowl edge of their counterparts' expertise 
Rate the quality of the following items at the University 








4 7 . 
49 . so . 
51 . 
5 2. (e .g., exchang es, fClmi:.y s e.:-vice : 
If you attended the Naval Postgraduate School, answer the 
following questions using the scale provided below. 
S t rongly Strongly 





bee.eEits an officer fa:::, the rema i nder 
with e xpo sure oLd conr.ectivi ty to 
orgar.izations. 
wi l l i ncrease t he COl'1b<lt effectivenes s 
Thank you for helping us wi th this survey. Please return 




This appendix con::.ains tr.e statistical proofs for ::he 
analysis done in this thesis. 
(l) ]·:quation (l) is used to determine t.he standard error 
of the estimate, 
(1) 
wr.ere "p hat" is equal to 0.5, which is considered the worse 
(:ase sc.enario. The sample (ol included 147 Lieutenants out of 
the population total (N). Hence the standard error is 
.:t 7.6 percent at a 95 percent confidence level. When the 
total sample population (0_ 961]) is compared to the total 
population (N-7173) the standard error drops to:!. 2.9. Note: 
the finite population (:orrection fac.tor must be used because 
tr.e population is less t:'lat 20 times tr.e sample and sampling 
:8 done without replar:ement. 
(?J Rquation (2) with test statistic z, is used for 
comparing proportions between two independent samples, where 
(2) 
PO' the pooled proportim:, equals :;;:quation (3). This is t:'le 
(3) 
case ir: the samples ir, 1973 and 1994. 
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At a 95 pcr:::ent confidence leve l , Lhe percentage of 
officers who said thilt study should be comple ted at the five 
Lhrough eight year point was statisticall y s i mi lar bet-ween the 
samples . However, the proportions for the officers that did 
study at that point wer e statistical l y d ifferent . 
(3) c s ing Equation (1), 87. officers (0) had less than 9 
YeS, 66 of which intended to stay g -::cater than 20 years . At 
a 9S% con:idence level, and assuming the popll l atio!1 of 
o Efi cerO! with less thi:m 8 yeS i s the same proportion as the 
sample, the confidence level is ± 7.98. 
(4) In equat.ions (2) and (3), where P1= . 053, 01=952, 
x 1=50, P2 ", .008, 02=812, and x2=7. 
{51 For the reason "to fu l fill personal educational 
aspirations" ar..d using equations (2) and (3), the NPS values 
are P I D.242 . :11- 755, and Xl -183, a:1d the CIVI)l"S numbers 
P2 - .141, :1 2 .. 199, and x 2=28. The test statistic, Z, i s 3.05, 
which is statistically significant at the 95 percent 
confidence l evel. Fa!:" t he reason "to become a more capab l e 
otf::cer ", the NPS val ues are p:=.213, n 1=7 55, and x 1=161 , and 
the CIVIl\S numbers are 312, r.2- 199, aod x 2=62 . 
(6) In equations (2) and (3), for the :994 survey 
(7) In the 1994 survey, NPS graduates who chose their 
curriculum amounted to 78.5 percent (PI)' n 1=763, dod x 1=599 . 
Par. CIVINS graduates, P2=.889, O2- 194, and x 2-177. usir.g 
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equations (2) and (3), the percentages are statisticall y 
significant at the 95 percent confidence level . 
(8) Responses to combined questions 35 and 36 determine 
the who have fai led for selection (n=82). If we 
assume that this proportion equals the percentage of ot ticers 
who have tailed for selection in the papulation of officers 
with Navy-sponsored graduate degrees, then N .. 61S. Using 
equation (1), with p= . 39, the confidence interval is 9 . 8 
percent at the 95 percent confidence level. 
(9) From the infonnation derived from questions 35 and 
36, 58 (n) of the respondents thought that graduate education 
had a detrimental effect on their selection or non-selection 
for promotion. Assurr.ing N=435 (6.1 percent of the 
population), at the 95 percent confidence level, the inte-r:val 
is .!:. 10 .9 percent, using equation (1) . 
(10) In equation (1), where p= 885, n .. 122 ( t he number o[ 
Restricted Line respondents) and 011 (122/868 times 
',173) . 
(11) Using equation (1) where n-200, p= 675 and N=1,488, 
assuming CIVINS graduates account for 20 . 8 percent of the 
population of officers with Navy -sponsored graduate degrees. 
(12) In equations (2) and (3), where NPS graduates 
(P1 = . 576, n 1 .. 765, x 1=441) differ significantly from CIVINS 
graduates (P2=.675, n 2=200, and X2- 135) at the 95 percent 
confidence level. 
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(13) I:1 equ atioGs (2) aEd (3), wher-e P 1 2 . 293 . n 1 = 765 , 
x 1=224 (the informatiol'. from 19 94.) , and P2= 168 , :12-469 . a n d 
x: =7 9 ( t h e informat i on [rom 1973) . 
(1 4) In equations (2) and (3) . where the 1 994 data are 
Pl=. 675, 01-20C , and the 1973 data are P2 =. 724, TI 2- 352 , 
and x 2=255 a:1d the te s t statistic, Z , is -1 . 21 . 
(15) Using equa t ion (1) where p ... . 749, n=199 dIld N- l , <i81 , 
which i s 20 . 6 percen t 0: the total population . 
(16) In e quations (2) and D) , whe re the NPS data are 
Pl+.558 , 11 1= 762 , Xl -425 , and the CIVI KS da t d are p) ... . 749, 
n 2=199 , and x : =149 and the t:est statistic, Z, is - 4 . 89 . 
(17) In equ at i ons (2) and (3), where the 1994 NPS data 
are Pl= . 4r.3 , n 1=762, x 1 = 337, and the 1973 NPS data are P2", . 515, 
0: =468, anci x: =241 and the lest statistic, Z, .is -2 . 46. 
( 1 8) In e quations (2) and (3), whe!:"c the 1994 erVINS 
da::.a are Pl = .251 , n 1=199 , X l =50 , and l!'. e 1973 CIVINS data a!:"e 
P2 - .3 1 3 , and X 2- 110 and the test statistic, Z, is 
·1 . 54. 
119) In equ ations (2) and (3) , where the NPS data are 
P1 =. 3SG , n 1-763, x 1=2 72, and the data are P2= . 51 B , 
n 2- 199, a n d x 2-103 and the test statistic , Z , is - 4 . 17 . 
(20) In equations (2) and (3), where the 1994 N?S data 
are n 1=763, x 1= 272 , and the 1973 NPS data a!:"e p? _ . 264 , 
n 2=469, and X2c124 and t he t e !:1 t statistic, Z , is 3 . 3G . 
(2:.) In equations (2) a n d (3), where the respondents who 
sa i d "great er than 90 percent" in the 1 994 NPS data are 
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11 ) - 765, x l -161, and the 1973 NPS data are P 2- .07, 
112=472, and x 2- 33 and the test statistic , Z, is 6.57. 
(22) In equations (2) and (3), whe re the respondents who 
said "greater than 90 percent" in the 1994 Cr VI NS data are 
Pl - .397. x l - 79, and the 1973 crVINS data are P2=.253, 
:12=352, and x 2 - 89 and the test statistic, Z, is 3.53 . 
(23) In equat i ons (2) and (3), where the NPS data are 
11 1-762, x 1",257, and the CrVINS data are P2 =.2 69, 
11;> =- 197, and x 2", S3 and the test statistic , Z, is 1.81 . 
(24) I n equations (2) and (3), where the NPS data are 
Pl=.72, 11 1- 7 5 8, x 1=546, and the CI VI NS data are P2 =. 823, 
and x 2 =163 and the test statistic, Z, is - 2.95 . 
(25) In equations (2) a:1d (3 ) , where Pl . 74 , 
x 1 =707 (the information from 1994), and P2 - .519, n 2=806, and 
X2=419 (the information from 1973) and z=9.62. 
(26) In equations (2) and (3), where n 1=7 02, 
x l =299 (the information f:::-om 1994), and P2=.32, n 2=569, and 
X2- 1B2 (the information from 1973) and z m3.8B. 
(27) In equations (2) and (3), where the URL i nformation 
is Pl= .4 01, n: =424, x l =170 and the RL data are P2- .6 82, °2 - 220, 
and X2=150 and z= - 6.78. Similar results are obtained with a 
comparison between the URL and Staff communities. 
(28) In equations (2) and (3), where the 1994 URL data 
are Pi - 552, 01 =4 26, x l -235, and the 1973 URL data are P2 . 608, 
02 =3 60, and x2 · 219 and the test stat i stic, Z, is - 1.58. 
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(29) Us ing equation ( 1 ), where n=-248 and the 
proportion of URL conununity who commented . 
(30) In equat i ons (2) and (3) , whe re t he respondents who 
said "posi t ive " in the 199 4 da t a are Pl=.627 . n 1=8 34, x 1-= 523 , 
and the "positi v e " responses in the 1973 da ta are P2 = .568 . 
n 2=665 , and and t he tes t stat istic, Z, is 2 . 32 . 
(31) I n equations (2) and (3) , where the 1994 URL data 
are P1 - . 493, n 1 .. 362, Xl - 178 . and the RL data a re P2 =. 66, 
n 2", 196 , and and the t es t st:atistic, - 3 . 79. 
Similar results are obta i ned with a ccmparison between the URL 
and Staff communit:'es. 
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APPENDIX C 
Questions 1 & 2 Present Paygrade (RANK) 
Label 




Rear /\dmi ral Half 
Rear Admiral Upper HalE 
Vice Admira l 
Total 
Valid cases 964 




5 · 6 
7· 8 
9 -1 0 
11 -12 
1 3 -14 
15-16 
17-18 
1 9 or 
Total 
















100 . a 
Missi:1g cases 





97 . 5 
98 
99 
100 . 0 
Service completed 
Cum 
Frequenc y Percent Percent 
5 .5 .5 
9 .9 5 
68 7 .1 
99 10 . 3 1 8 
90 9 . 3 28.1 
150 15. 6 43.7 
132 13 . 7 57 . 4 
133 13 .8 71 .2 




Question 5 & 6 - Years of Commissioned Service (YCS) upo n 
completion of last graduate degree 
Cum 
Label Frequency Percent 
97 
5 0 103 27.2 
7 8 270 55.5 
161 72 . -1 
11 - 12 132 13 . 8 86 . 2 
13-11 71 7 4 93.6 
15 - 16 2 2 
17 · 18 16 
19 or mQre 24 2.5 
9 Missing 
Tot.al 100 . 0 
Valid cases 
Question 7 & 8 - Years of Commissioned Service (YCS) when an 
officer should study for a graduate degre e 
Label 
5 6 




17 - 18 






22 :<.3 2.3 
353 39.3 
341 75 .1 
171 93.0 
54 5.7 98 . ti 
8 0 . 8 99 .5 




MissiYlg cases 10 
Question 9 Intend to remain in Navy 
Cum 
Label Frequency Percent Percent 
Valid cases 
:Jf obliga t i on 72 7 . 5 7.5 
Tutal 
962 
263 27 .3 34.8 
408 42.4 77.2 
22 . 8 219 
2 Missing 
Miss i.ng cases 
1(10 . :J 
Question 10 Influence of graduate education on retention 
Label Frequency 
l;'egative influence 















Question 11 - In my opinion, the primary reason officers seek 
graduate education 
Label Frequency 
Remain competi":ive 390 
Become more capab l e 221 
Get a p. code 50 
Increase job opportunities 76 







Miss i ng 
Total 
952 
964 1 00.0 







Question 12 Degree from NPS; Attitudes toward eIVINS 
Cum 
Label Frequency 
Would Prefer CIVINS 100 13.1 13.1 
Equivalent to CIVINS 57.6 70.7 
Superior to CIVINS 224 29. J 100.0 
199 MiSSing 
Total 964 100.0 
Va l id cases 765 Missing cases 199 
Question 13 - Degree from eIVINS: Attitudes toward NPS 
Cum 
:.abel 
Would Prefer NPS 
Equiva l ent ":0 NPS 

























Missing C;;it5eS 3 


















Question 16 School administration was: 
Label 
Inef fie ien t /uncoopera ti ve 









3 Miss ing 
964 100.0 
Missing cases 
Question 17 - Academic difficulty was: 
Label 
Less difficult 






134 13 .9 
















Question IS - Percentage of instructors considered excellent: 
Label 
Less than 10 % 
About 25 .. 
About 50 % 
Mout 75 % 

























Question 19 Percentage of courses considered excellent: 
Label 
[,ess than 10 
About 25 % 
About 50 % 
About 75 % 




















Question 20 - FITREPS shoul d be considered by Selection Boards 
Cum 
Label Frequency Percent Percent 
Equivalent to operational 159 
Spec Assn, little emphasis 149 
Spec Assn, GPA emphasis 186 
















Question 21 - Change in social/ family life, compared to no:rmal 
tour: 
Cum 
Label Frequency Percent Pcrce!lt 
61 6.4 
183 19.1 
87 9 .1 
312 32.6 
315 32.9 100. a 
6 Missing 
Total 961; 100.0 
Valid cases 958 Miss ing cases 
Question 22 Cbange in designator? 
CUr.1 
Label Fr eque!lcy Percent Percent 
Yes 133 13 .8 13 . 8 
828 86.2 100.0 
3 Missir.g 
Total 964 100.0 
Valid cases 961 Missing cases 
Question 23 - Opinion on P-coded billet system: 
Label ?requency Percent 
Make more for URL officers 142 
Fil l only wit h RL officers 28 
Syste!ll OK, 159 
Modi fy syste!ll, continu,", 





18 . I; 





Valid cases Missing cases 
Question 24 Benefits of getting a P-code: 
Lahel 
Detrimenta l to career 25 




















Questions 25 Ii 26 - To effectively perform duties in a P-coded 
billet, the level of education needed or desired: 
Label Frequency Perce!lt 
Grad Ed in specialty was 
necessary 
Any Grad Ed was necessary 
Grad 3d in special ty 
was desirable 
Any Grad Ed desirable 
Undergrad Ed in specialty 
would have been effective 
A.'1Y Undergrad Ed would 
have been effective 
Have not been in 
P - coded billet 
275 28 .9 
2.5 
302 31. 8 
35 3.7 
















Question 27 - Utilization of graduate education in other than 
P-coded billets: 
Label Frequency Fercent 
Extensively 167 
Frequently 301 31. 8 
occasionally 309 32.7 
Never 169 17.9 
18 Missi!1g 
':'otal 964 1.00. a 
Valid cases 946 Missing cases 
Question 28 - Utilization of P-code: 
Labe l Frequency Percent 
Been assigned, desire again525 
Been assigned, don't desirel02 
Never assigYled, desire 2 54 























Questions 29 & 30 - Assigned to a P - coded billet within how 
many years after completing graduate education; 
::um 
Label F:!:'equency Percent Percent 
I r.1l11edjatc l y 379 39.4 3 9.4 
1 - ' 67 7 .0 46.4 
3 -, 150 15.6 62 . 0 
5 - 6 28 2.9 64 . 9 
7 - 8 24 2.5 67 .4 
9 - 1 0 12 1.2 
11 or later 8 0.8 
Never ass ig!lCd 293 30.5 
3 Missing 
Total 96< 100.0 
Val i d cases 961 Missing cases 
Questions 31 & 32 - If not assigned to a P-coded billet within 
(how many) years upon completion of a technical degree, the 
subject matter learned will probably be obsolete due to 
rapidly changing technology unless the officer maintains 




5 - 6 
7 - 8 
9 - 10 
11-12 
1 3 or l onger 
Never obso l ete 




F:!:'equency Percent Percent_ 
101 12 .6 
317 52.1 
198 76.7 
40 5 . 0 
31 3 .9 
3 0.4 
5 0.6 
108 13 .4 
161 Missing 
964 100.0 
Missing cases 161 
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Questions 33 Ii: 34 - I have kept current in the area for which 
I was educa ted primarily by: 
Label Frequency 
Prof. journals/arg, 80 
On-the -j ob uti l ization 188 
Off-the- job ntilization 13 
1 & 2 above 345 
1&3above 46 
2&3above 58 
Current, n ot those methods 43 
Not kept current 187 




















76 . 0 
80 . 5 
100.0 
Questions 35 Ii: 36 - My promotions have been ( ) and I think 
my graduate education was a ( ) factor in these promotion 
decisions: Cum 
Label Frequency Percent Percent 
Early; positive (helped) 36 3.8 3.8 
Early; detrimental (hurt) l o .l 3.9 
Early, insignificant 30 3.l 7 . 0 
With group; positive 487 50.8 57 .8 
with group; detrimental 22 2.3 60.1 
With group; insignificant l76 18 .4 78.4 
Failed; detrimenta l 35 3 . 6 82.1 
Failed; insignificant 47 4.9 87 . 0 
Not been eligible 125 13.0 100.0 
5 Missing 
Total 964 100 . 0 
Valid cases 959 Missing cases 
Question 37 The extent to which the school provided 
Facul t y knowledge o f the Department of Defense (DoD): 
Label 
To no extent 
Very little extent 
To some extent 
Quite a bit 
To a great e x ter. t 
Total 













8.2 8 .2 
16.2 24.4 
22.3 46.8 
33.3 80 .1 




Question 38 - The extent to which the s(.·hool provided 
Department of Defense (000) specific publications, 
Cum 
Labe l Frequency Percent Percent 
To co e xt en t 136 l4.2 14.2 
li t.tle extent 173 l8. 0 32.2 
239 21.9 57.1 
a bit 219 26 _ 0 83. l 
a great e xtcr.t l62 16.9 l OO . O 
5 Missing 
Tet.al 964 100. C 
Valid cases 959 Missing cases 
Question 39 The extent to which the school provided 
Department of Defense (000) oriented databases, computer 
models and simulations, 
Label 
I ittle extent 
e x tent 
a bit 
a great extent 
Total 
Valid cases 959 
Cum 
Frequency Percent Percer. t. 
H2 14.8 





961 lOO .O 
Miss ing cases 
Question 40 The extent to which the school provided 
Department of Defense (000) orientation of courses, 
Label 
To no extent 
Very little extent 
TO some exter.t 
Quite a bi t 
TO a great extent 
To t al 
Valid c ases 958 
















Question 41 - The extent to which the provided 
Support for Department of Defense (DoD) oriented theses: 
Labe l 
To no extent 
Very litt l e extent 
To some extent: 
Quite a bi t 
To a great extent: 
Total 

















Question 42 The extent to which the school provided 
environment where military officers benefit from a shared 
knowledge of their counterparts' expertise: 
Label 
To no extent 
Very little extent: 
To some extent 
Quite a bit 
To a great extent 
Total 
















Question 43 The of the item at your school - - Core 
Label 
Ve ry low 
Low 

































Middle quali ty 
High 
Ve ry high 











Percent Pe rcent 
1. 4 
3 . 0 4.4 
11.7 1 6 . a 
4 6 . 8 62 .9 
37.1 1 00. a 
Missing 
100.0 
Question 45 Ttle quali ty of the item 
Elective courses: 
Labe l Frequency 
Very low 14 
Lo w 30 
Middle qua l ity 202 
High 400 
Very high 303 
15 
Tota l 964 
Valid cases 919 Missing 
Perce!1t 
1.5 
3 . 2 
21. 3 
42.1 
31 . 9 
Missing 
1 00.0 




4 . 6 
25.9 
68 .1 
100 . 0 












Frequency Percent Percent 
11 1 . 1 
31 3 . 2 
197 20 . 5 24.9 
467 48.6 73 . 5 
255 26 . S 100 . 0 
3 Missing 
96 4 100 . 0 









The quality of the item dt 
Frequency l'ercent 
73 7.9 




Total 964 100. a 
927 MissiClg cases 

































































Middle qua lity 
High 
Very h igh 




Frequency Percent Percen t 
15 1.6 
42 4.4 
1 81 19 . 2 
373 39 . a 
342 35 .8 
8 Missing 
964 100 . 0 
Missing cases 
Question 51 The quali ty of the .item at your school 
Refresher courses; 
Labe l 
Very l ow 
Lo w 
Middle qua li ty 
High 
Very high 
Val id cases 
Total 
890 
Fr e quency Pe rcen t 
56 6 . 3 
76 8.5 
291 32 . 7 
259 29.1 
20B 2 3 . 4 
74 Missi ng 
964 100.0 
Missing cases 74 
Cum 
Perc en:: 
6 . 3 
14 . 8 
47.5 
76 . 6 
1 00.0 
Question 52 - The quality of the item at your 
Personnel support (e.g., exchanges, family service): 
c= 
Label Frequency Percent Percent 
Very l ow 62 6 . 5 6 .5 
Low 98 10 . 3 16.9 
Middle qualiLy 269 28.4 15.3 
High 328 34.6 79 . 9 
Very high 190 20.1 100 .0 
17 Missing 
Tota l 964 100.0 
Va l id c ases 917 Missing cases 
Question 53 - If you attended the Naval Postgraduate School, 
how much do you agree wi th -- An NPS education benefits an 
officer for the remainder of his/her career: 
Cum 
Label Frequency Percent Percent 
Strongly disagree 20 2 . 6 2.6 
Disagree 24 3.1 5 . 7 
Neutral 9. 12.2 17 . 9 
Agree 21' 27.7 45 . 5 
Strongly agree 421 54.5 100 . 0 
191 Missing 
Total 964 100 . 0 
Valid cases 773 Missing cases 191 
Question 54 If you attended the Naval Postgraduate School. 
how much do you agree with - - The NPS curricula prepare an 
officer for assignments to 000: 
Cum 
Label Frequency Percent Percent 
Strongly disagree 24 3 . 1 3 . 1 
Disagree 59 7.7 10.8 
Neutral 180 23.4 34. 2 
Agree 290 37 . 7 71. 9 
Strongly agree 216 28.1 100 . 0 
195 Missing 
Total 96' 100.0 
Valid cases 769 Missing cases 195 
Question 55 If you attended the Naval Postgraduate School, 
how much do you agree with -- NPS provides students with 








Valid cases 769 
Frequency Percent 
4 1 5.3 
134 17.4 
247 32 .1 
217 28 . 2 
130 16 . 9 
195 Missing 







22 . 8 
54.9 
83.1 
100 . 0 
Question 56 - If you a tte nded the Naval Pos tgra duate Scho o .l , 
how much do you a gree with -- My NPS educat i on will increase 
the combat effectiveness of my mili t ary service: 
Label 
St:::-ongl y disagree 
Di sag:r"ee 
Neutral 
Ag r ee 
Strongly agree 
Total 
Valid cases 763 
Cum 
Frequen:::y Percent Percent 
74 9 . 7 9 . 7 
1 01 13 . 2 22 
170 22 . 3 45 
2 31 30 . 3 75 
187 24 . 5 100 
201 MisSing 
964 100 . 0 
Mis s ing case s 201 
85 
































































Question 37 CIVINS All 
To what e xtent did the Re§I2Qndent,s 
school provide 
Facul ty knowledge of Percent Percent 
DoD 
To no extent 4. 3 19 . 6 8.2 
Very little extent 1 2 . 5 30 .2 1 6 . 2 
To s ome extent 2 2 . 6 2 3 . 6 2 2 .3 
Quite a bit 3 7.8 1 8 .1 33 . 3 
To a great extent 2 2.8 8. 5 19 . 9 
Total 10 0. 0 100 . 0 1 00 . 0 
Mean 
" 
to 5l 3 . 62 1 2 . 65 8 3 .4 05 
Question 38 NPS CIVINS All 
To what extent did the Graduates Graduates ResJ;!:Qnden!;;s 
school provide DoD- percent Percen t Percent specific Publications 
To no extent 5 . 8 4 3 . 7 14 . 6 
Very litt l e extent 16 . 1 2 6 . 1 18. 1 
To some extent 28. 0 1 4.. 6 24. 9 
Qui t e a bit 30 . 6 11. 6 25 . 9 
To a great extent 19 . 6 4. 0 16. 9 
Total 100 .0 100 . 0 100 . a 
Mean " to 5) 3.420 2. 060 3 . 154 
88 
Question 39 NPS CIVINS All 
To what extent did the Graduates Graduates Rg;s12Qndent li! 
school provide 000-
oriented databases, Per-cent Per-ce!lt Perce!lt 
To no extent 5 .9 45 . 5 14. R 
Very little extent 13. a 27 . 0 15.5 
To some extent 25.6 13.0 
Quite a bit 3 0. 1 9 . Q 25 . 2 
To a great extent 25 . 4 21. 7 
Total 1 00.0 1 00.0 100. a 
Mean (1 to 5) 3 .5 60 2.020 3.235 
Question 40 NPS CIVINS AU 
To what extent did the Graduates Graduates ReS120nde nts 
s chool provide 000 Per-cent Percent Percent orientation of courses 
To no extent 5 .7 44.0 14 . 5 
Very l i ttle e xtent 14.2 26. 5 16. 5 
To some extent 27.4 14.5 24.6 
Quite a bit 30 . 7 9. C 25.7 
TO a great extent 22.1 6 . 0 18 .7 
Total 100.0 100 . 0 100.0 
Mean (1 to 5) 3 . 493 2.065 3 . 175 
89 
Question 41 NPS CIVINS All 
To what extent did the Graduates Graduates 
school provide 
Support for DoD- Percent Percent Perc ent 
oriented theses 
To no extent 4.2 23.0 8.4 
Very little extent 7.6 1 5 . 5 9 .2 
To some extent 16 . 8 15.0 16.4 
Quite a bit 30.3 2 5.0 29.1 
To a great extent 41.2 21.5 36.8 
Total 1 00.0 100 . 0 100.0 
Mean (1 to 51 3 . 966 3.065 3. 7 68 
Question 42 NPS CIVINS All 
To what extent did the Graduates Graduates 
school provide An 
environment for shared Percent Percent Percent 
knowledge 
To no extent 2.8 8 . 5 
Very little extent 5.4 6 . 0 5 .5 
To some extent 13.9 13.1 13.9 
Quite a bit 30 . 2 28 .1 29.7 
To a great extent 47.8 44 . :2 47.0 
Total 100.0 1 00.0 100. a 
Mean (1 to 51 4.148 3.935 4.102 
90 
Question 43 
Rate the quality of the 
item at your school 
Core courses 
Very low 




Mean (1 to 5l 
Question 44 
Rate the quality of the 
item at your school 






Mean (1 to 5) 
NPS CIVINS All 
Graduates B@EQllilents 
?ercent Percent 
0.8 3.0 1.1 
4.4 1.0 4. s 
22,4 16 .1 20.9 
49.9 39.7 47.0 
22.5 40.2 26.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
3.889 4.070 3.932 
NPS CIVINS All 
graduate§. Respondents 
Percent Percent Percent 
0.9 3.0 1., 
2.7 3.5 3.0 
12.3 10 .1 11. 7 
50.3 35 .7 46.8 
33.8 47.7 37.1 
100. a 100 .0 100 . a 
4.1.32 'i .216 Ij . 154 
91 
Question 45 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate the quality of the Graduates Res:Qondo;lnl;;s 
item at your school Percent Percen t Elective courses 
Very low 1.3 2.5 1.5 
Low 3.5 1.5 3.2 
Middle quality 23.2 16.6 21.3 
High 45.3 30.7 42.1 
Very High 26.7 48.7 31. 9 
Total 100.0 100. a 100 .0 
""an (1 to 5) 3.926 4.216 3.999 
Question 46 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate the quality of the Gradual;;o;lS Graduates ResI2ondenl;;s 
item at your school Percent Faculty 
Very low 0.7 3. a 
3.3 2.5 3.2 
Middle quality 22.3 15.7 20.5 
High 51.0 37.4 48.6 
Very High 22.8 41.4 26.5 
Total 100. a 100. a 100.0 
Mean (1 to 5) 3.920 4.116 3.961 
92 
Question 47 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate tbe quali ty of the Graduates Graduates Respondents 
item at your scbool Percent Percent Percent Laboratories 
Very low 1.5 5 . 3 
8.7 4.8 
Middle quality 33 .2 29 . 8 32.9 
High 38.4 28.2 35 . OJ 
Very High 18.1 31.9 20. ':1 
Total 100. a 100. a 100 . a 
Mean (1 to 5) 3.630 3.766 ::1.652 
Question 48 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate the quality of the ts 
item at your school Percent Percent COIlIputer resources 
Very low 3 . 6 
8.0 6.7 7. J 
Middle quality 22.8 27.2 23.6 
Higb 38 . 0 31 .8 37 . 0 
Very High 29.7 30.8 29.6 
Total 100. a 100.0 100 . 0 
Mean ( 1 to 5) 3.866 3.795 3.84.6 
Question 49 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate the quality of the Graduates Graduates ResIl:ondents 
item at your school Percent: Percent Percent Computer staff 
Very low 2 . 1 2.6 
Low 9 .6 10.4 9 .8 
Middle quality 32 .4 38.9 33 . 9 
High 34 .9 25.1 32 .4 
Very High 2LO 2L2 2L2 
Total 100. a 100 . a 100.0 
Mean (1 to 5) 3.630 3 .492 3.598 
Question 50 NPS All 
Rate the quality of the Graduates Graduates 
item at your school Percent Percent Percent Library resources 
Very low 1.2 3.1 1.6 
5.0 3.6 4.4 
Middle quality 2L4 8 .7 19.2 
High 4L9 29 . 6 39. a 
Very High 30.6 55 .1 35.8 
Total 100 . a 100. a 100. a 
Mean (1 to 5) 3.957 4.301 4.030 
94 
Question 51 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate the quality of the 
item at your scbool Percent Percent Refresher courses 
Very low 5 .4 1 0 . 1 6.3 
7.4 11 .2 8.5 
Middle quality 32.7 37..0 32.7 
High 31. 1 23.6 29.1 
Very High 7.3.3 2 3 . 0 7.3 . 4 
Total 1 00 . a 100.0 100.0 
Mean (l to 5) 3.595 3 . 382 3 . 547 
Question 52 NPS CIVINS All 
Rate the quality of the 
item at your school Percent Percent Percent Personnel support 
Very low 1 . 8 7.4 6 . 5 
8 . 2 18 .8 10 . 3 
Middle quality 30.1 27..0 ?8 . 4 
High 39 . 2 1 7.8 34 . 6 
Very High 2 0 . 7 17 .3 20. 1 
Total 100 . 0 1 00 . 0 
Mean (l to 5) 3 .687 2 . 853 3.513 
9 5 
Questions 53 through 56 - - For NPS graduates only: 
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the f ollowing 
sta temen ts? 
Question 53 
An NPS education benefits an officer for the 







Mean (1 to 5) 
Question 54 
The NPS curricula prepare an officer for 





















2 3 .4 
37 . 7 
28 . 1 
100 .0 
3.800 
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